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The process behind this publication was a collaborative, meaningful act of many. We received over 200 entries this year. Each entry was
anonymously judged on a 1-5 scale by a panel of readers comprised of both students and faculty. The data was compiled and the scores were
averaged for each individual piece. The readers spent a significant amount of time deliberating and discussing the results and selecting the final
pieces. The packet was then sent to external judges for placements.
What you have in your hands is the product of a shared effort by submitting students, by the panel of readers, by the external judges, and by
the Spectrum staff.
I would like to especially thank the staff, Susanne Stahl, Sarah Asp, and Joanna Trapp for committing themselves to this production over the
past semester. I'd also like to thank all those who submitted their work this year. In The Writing Life, Annie Dillard wrote, "When you write, you
layout a line of words. The line of words is a miner's pick, a woodcarver's gouge, a surgeon's probe. You wield it, and it digs a path for you to follow.
Soon you fmd yourself deep innew territory." Thank you for your artistry, style, courage, poignancy, humor, and vulnerability-thank you for your
stories. It has been an adventurous and pleasurable journey through your lines of words.
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First Place Non-Fiction
This piece is so evocative of place it approaches poetry. The writer's
memories come alive: the swirling southern wind, coloring terra
cotta skies; the green softness of a Midwestern pond; the joy of
water splashing in a desert. The contrasts are very personal-a red
Texas roadbed versus a verdant Iowa lake -but the basic metaphor
of the search for water in our own personal desert is universal.
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First Place Poetry
This marvelous poem tells a simple, sad story in a perfectly polished
way that shows you not only the title character but the world as he
experiences it so clearly and lyrically that the reader mourns the end
of both the scavenger and the poem itself.
The metaphors are vivid, original, and cohesive.
Lynae Vandermeulen, off-campus judge
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s:: "Can I hug your feet?"
~ "Sure," I said.
~ She spnmg at me and wrapped her arms around my ankles. Just as suddenly she was back inher original spot on the dorm room floor with a
.:: very pleased expression.
~ We were freshman together, on the same wing, both in the theatre department. I spent a lot of time inher room. It was the typical North Hall
I dorm room, with the matching fake cedar furniture and bureaus built into the wall. But her room had this extra level of class. She had classic An
~ Nouveau repros on her wall, a diamond patterned quilt, a metal and glass turtle, and eclectic poetry, plays, and music on her shelves.
~ The most common thing out of her mouth was, "Can I show you something?" And she would leap up and scurry to find the current piece of
~ inspiration, her petite frame compact with excitement. It was usually an image or a grouping of words that created image. She was always inspired,
~ always lost in writing, always brilliant.
~ She confused me. I never could quite figure out the way her mind worked. She would eat with poised hands like someone practicing to have
~ a proper tea with the Queen of England. Her movements were always fluid, always dancelike. Yet we played in the rain, jumping in puddles 'til
~ her shan brown curly hair clung to her head and we had to peel our clothes from our bodies in order to put on something dry. She was perpetually
""""-.:. willing to immerse herself in childlike play, awe, and sorrow-her relentless sorrow that the world and the people in it just didn't seem to be living
I,J; up to their potential. I still remember how that sorrow was expressed on her face. Her furrowed brow and perplexed eyes joined in a unique
~ combination in her elegant features.
l"J \'X/hat I loved most about her were the talks about life, experiences, and relationships. She wouldn't gossip. She rarely complained. Yet when
C' ~ I talked to her about what I struggled with, I had her undivided attention. And her intense eyes were full of both wisdom and understanding.
-....,) I visited her once at her home. It was an eight-hour drive to Omaha from the boondocks of Minnesota. I told her, during that visit, of the
confusion I was experiencing and of all the pieces in my life that weren't making sense. I watched her play with her cat, biding around the corner
from each other, taking turns pouncing and hunting the other. And she would giggle. And she listened to me talk in circles. Later, we went to the
zoo and played and saw jellyfish and just enjoyed each other's company. On my eight-hour drive home, I started to draw conclusions about my life.
When I told her later what I had realized, she nodded thoughtfully, "You knew that at my house."
Daily things remind me of my friend, but it will always be sugar that calls her most clearly to mind. I walked down the wing in a terrible mood
to talk to her. We talked. Then she looked at me shyly and said, "Can I show you something?" And out of her fake cedar drawer she pulled a plastic
baggy with sugar in it.
"Look at this. Look at the way the light catches it and it sparkles. Isn't it beautiful? Doesn't it make you feel happy?"
"Not really," I replied.
1didn't get it. I still don't. But she found beauty and happiness in a plastic bag of sugar. And God, I love her for it.
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Here, he pointed, here. Not the bird's chirp
but above it, as the bow feathered over strings
sends overtones flying. And so I guess he was,
a fret board for the world's lost sound to span.
When he walked, the pop of his knees
was the pop of ice-bound branches
in winter sun. His breath was the wheeze
of an old dog hot with dreams.
The village knew him by the echo
of his flapping heel on the cobblestones.
He was a scavenger of sorts, a scavenger of sounds.
He haunted the backdoor of the blacksmith shop,
nodding his head at the tang-tang
and hisses, snorting with the horses
as nails dulled into the hoof. He cupped his ear
to ribs to hear the slap of the heart,
the salt swell rush of the lungs. He learned the chatter
of the bit on molars. The blacksmith didn't mind
the company, though he never could hear the voices
he was speaking with. The old man weighed his pockets
with scrappings of metal, warped silverware
from the cafe alley he bore home and strung
the air about his porch with fist-knots of twine.
The wind never slipped by his door unnoticed,
but set off a metallic alarm like the slash
of eagle's talons against the water's fin.
Despite crickets cheeping inwicker baskets,
the steel trough collecting rainwater pings,
the claws of field mice rickling the walls,
the grumblings of fire in the pot belly stove,
the bone dice cup he shrocked and shrocked,
the spittle of moth shapes scattering light,
his own blood coursing the inner ear
he lay against the pillow, he was driven out
by the sound he had not yet been
in the clopped streets, the muted timber.
They found him in the end broken by amoaning oak tree,
the cry of the roaming wolf clutched like a blade
in his fist. He had been born
without a word to say for himself.
The village gathered with few words to say for him.
Still the moment of silence they laid him in
was heaped with flowers-
the dog's yip, the rusty shovel's scrape,
the coughing muffle, the three church bells,
the blink of morning eyes, the thrumming
of grass bound beneath mourners' feet.
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Magdalene Biesanz
~ In the hush of Sunday afternoons,
~ I watch from behind a book
~ as my father comes to his guitar
~ with easy fingers that know the strings by name.
Finding his animal aloof at first
and a bit shy,
he strokes taut sinews,
reassuring with rough calluses
that have held these reins before.
Jof'terin(j...,Me ISSa~1 agg
Mounting in a single motion
and settling into the groove
of the smooth back
that waits him, takes his weight.
Darkness is extinguished
in the lot, when streetlight flickers,
catches, and they're caught.
Body tuned to his slightest touch
cantering, slowing, then racing again
almost before his hand's gentle shift
until I cannot tell who it is
that rides and who that runs.
JesusLoves SaddamHussein
Liars Burn
Happiness = Acceptance
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Emily DeY oung
He looks around.
No one ishome.
His supple fingers
Gently place the fragile disc
Into the dull, black console like
Charcoal ready to be set ablaze.
He undresses the indigo controller from
A mass of black-coiled wires left in a pile.
The television provides enough light
For the lovers to see
Face to face in the
Dark living room.
Slowly at first
ABjumpB
He tumbles her
To the pixelled green grass
Quickly she lunges her body forward.
In his excitement he moves faster
Up and Smash
Up and Smash
Down
Right
Screams
"Yes!
No!
No!"
Heavy
Breathing
Defeat.
He lies on the couch
Blaming a controller malfunction .
.whidperj
nenjanun Brownson
I stand, immovable,.in the wind
as leaves rasp and a branch
clatters to the ground beside me.
I know you're trying to tell me
something, but, as usual,
I don't understand.
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!D£[inition~
Amanda Gordon
1.
We define ourselves by our experiences, our stories. His troubled childhood explains his poor social skills. She hates the color orange because
it reminds her of the terrible tasting popsicles when her tonsils were removed. Ideas of who we "are" become based in the experiences that are
familiar and identifiable. We need to identify why. Why we react to certain songs. Why she refuses to grow her hair out. Why we hurt. Why that
person endears us. We find meaning in the concrete of the past, needing to find a place and identity for every little event.
I am writing at a time when my past seems foreign. My memories are images of who I used to be. That person still affects experiences I have
today. I do not claim to have achieved complete distance from these images, but they are beginning to lose their meaning .
We never seem to acknowledge how disjointed our lives are. Places and times in my life seem separate from each other. But they all blend
together inmemory with no particular order. Some I embrace, and others do not seem to belong to me at all.
s:.~.....,
.'-.\
~
I ?
~ My brother had a large blue stuffed snake. It became the habitat for our Carebears. We could drape the snake over a chair and the upper part
~ was their home in the clouds while the floor was the world below. Ben's desk became the torture chamber for Wonder Woman, where Superman
routinely rescued her from the brink of death. We put on puppet shows for our stuffed animals. We dressed in costumes whenever the urge hit.
We created our own worlds.
Dad. A series of back problems. Deteriorating disk. Each time progressively worse. Sometimes he would be in the hospital for a week at a
time. He had to give up golf, his firstborn. He couldn't lift over 30 pounds or stay in the same position for over 20 minutes at a time. Yet the
government gave him a three percent disability rating for a life 95 percent in flux.
Christmas. I was sick, sitting in a chair next to the Christmas tree. The radio station dad worked for was on in the background. A man with
a dark, slow, monotone voice intoned words that, from my location across the house, were only garbled sounds. Between the night, my sickness,
and the unintelligible voice, I was disturbed by the scene and asked mom to turn the radio off. That radio personality still bothers me.
My only friend at our new church. The only person my age who would openly associate with me. After five years. She had been playing both
sides. Everything I said to her had gone back to Marney, the girl whose goal had been to put me in my place. I knew then that nothing held me
there. When 1left. 1wouldn't look back.
3.
Dad was in the hospital again. This time the psychiatric ward.
"I wouldn't have killed myself."
The police didn't believe that when they found him despondent near the train tracks. But Dad adamantly states he was okay. Mom didn't
know where he was until the next morning. It wouldn't be the last time he was hospitalized for depression. Two years without work, without
golf.
Christmas. Uncle Jobo was visiting. He and dad were watching Poltergeist. Ben and Iwere tucked away in his room until the movie was done.
We had taken holiday Hershey kisses in their silver, green, and red foils into Ben's room with us in abundant supply. Ben had his beanbag rendition
of Kermit the Frog, and I had the beanbag Miss Piggy. We played an Irish piece of music on his tape player over and over again, throwing the two
beanbag characters into the air, watching the way their bodies flailed in mid-air. Beanbag characters, Irish fiddle music, and Hershey kisses-
Christmas.
I dropped it. I was changing in the bathroom and the toilet flushed. I wasn't wearing underwires yet, so it disappeared down the bowl before
I had a chance to react. We were out of town temporarily and the one now in the septic system was the only one I had. Luckily, we were driving
horne that day, so I only had to get through a car ride without support. What a bizarre thing to have to explain to morn when I went downstairs.
I was sick. Wrapped in layers and layers of blankets. Miserable and feeling helpless. Dad stayed home from church with me and watched
football all day. And I watched him watch football. He didn't really like football. But we watched three games that day. Miserable.
4.
Cloudy was sick. She had been progressively getting worse and worse 'til we had to take her to the vet to put her down. I rode my bike to the
top of the hill descending into the woods. I climbed halfway down the hill and sat and cried. I knew it was dramatic. I was trying to be dramatic.
I don't know what it accomplished.
Grandma Mooney came to visit. She walked up the inclined driveway in her moccasin style shoes and then took us out to dinner. The next
day she and my dad spent at the golf course. Peeking around the corner, she could be seen reading romance novels or watching tennis on TV. The
General. That's what they used to call her. I got cards for my birthday with five dollars inside, when she remembered. She took us out to eat
whenever she visited. Other than that, they were on the golf course, or watching the golf course transmitted into our television.
I was at Carter's farm with my brother. Dad was in Texas at the Minererh Meyer clinic. He would be there six weeks. Mom visited him for
one of those weeks. This was that week. I was ten I think. All I really remember about that time was an afternoon at Carter's farm, and that I
kept all of his letters. I was there for a week, but I only remember an afternoon. A long, long sidewalk ran between the farmhouse and the barn.
I was in the middle, feeling the wind in my hair and staring at the horizon. My best friend, Jenny Carter, tried to talk to me. But I didn't answer.
Yes, I was sad and confused, but I knew it was dramatic. I was trying to be dramatic. I don't remember why. I don't really remember anything
else about that week.
Birthdays. The night before our birthdays, balloons were always taped to the ceiling above our beds while we slept. Inmy room one year, the
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balloons were attached firmly. A Monkichi stuffed monkey hung from my ceiling as well that year. A full afternoon was spent swinging
the monkey amongst the balloons crying, "Monkichi swing for bananas." It meant something concrete at the time.
5.
Thanksgiving break from college. Dad was leaving for Florida that winter for a golf schooL I would get to see him before he left. I arrived
home at midnight. Dad was to leave two days later. He was excited. He couldn't sleep. He left for Florida at three a.m.-three hours after I
arrived
Distribution day. Mom was relying on me for my regular hard work. The other adults always conunented on my willingness and determination.
In the midst of the day, a conversation took place behind me:
"Excuse me."
"Oh,I'msony."
"I wasn't talking to you. I was talking to The Child."
I finished my work, pretending I hadn't even heard. But I burned. I worked harder than he did. He was always unorganized and in the way.
But he was the adult and I was The Child.
I dropped it. A tiny mermaid bath toy. Down the floor grate next to the bathtub. Peering into the darkness of the airshaft, I knew she had
disappeared into the caverns of the house. Later, to my amazement, the tiny mermaid reappeared next to the foot of the tub, and I was convinced
the hot air had blown her back our of the cavern in the floor.
"Worthy of love." That's what Amanda means in Latin. Dad sent me a name card from Texas when he was gone for six weeks, with that
definition on it. I told him I wanted to be worthy of his love. His eyes welled up. That was the extent of that. He was dramatic. I don't remember
why.
6.
Disjointed images, which somehow define me, yet have nothing to do with me at alL I could talk concretely about how my mom has affected
the person I am today. About the choices I've made, and the life I'm determined to live. Yet this is part of my story in some way. I'm not sure who
this makes me. I still have all those letters from Texas in storage somewhere. Instorage. Stored away like all of these images that mean nothing
and everything.
His voice stripped the silence from the sanctuary,
Pronouncing austere announcements with a mic-munching mouth.
The hundred-headed pews nodded, and an "Amen"
Was said in the air by wrinkly, whiskered lips.
I sat sucking it all in, but my hair had covered my mouth
So I gave it a gust to get it away with a whoosh.
A fatherly finger tapped me and his snake-hiss said
I should look through my pink quiet book.
Each soft cloth page was sure to be silent, and
Busy hands and busy eyes kept other things un-busy,
Unopen. My brother bounced back from a bathroom break,
and, laughing, leapt upon paternal lap where Dad patted his hair.
I sat in my spot while the man still talked, preaching on Paul,
But I was too busy to hear.
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My neighbor has Einstein's brains
in his basement. Ifyou ask,
he'll dig out the two glass jars
~ big as heads. The brains float
...:. like dirty dishrags, like baby aliens.
~
~
Ifyou turn the jars on the table,
the brains bloat and shrink
like when a goldfish swims close
ro the glass and darts away,
its cold, unblinking eye.
He says he's looking for genius.
He sends away little chunks
in Styrofoam ro science labs
and museums. "But still
] have more of it than anybody."
] betcha it's worth millions,
like the Holy Grail in Indiana] ones.
He has names for every part-
cerebellum, cerebral cortex, aortal vessels.
The brains look like soaked sheep's wool,
like uncooked hamburger. At the library,
] found a picture of Einstein
riding a bicycle. He looks happy.
The sun is shining and his hair
stands like he just woke up.
] wonder if he still remembers that bicycle
somewhere inside those brains,
the breeze on his face, the sound
of the chain clicking, his wild shadow
on the concrete. They say
once you learn ro ride a bicycle
you never, never forget. The brains
look like mushrooms, like soap suds
huddled around a drain. I've been having dreams
where Einstein's ghost comes to our house
looking for his brains. ] scream,
"Idon't have them!" He shrugs. He shows me
how perfectly light he is without them,
how he can float around the room like a comet,
faster than the second hand on my watch.
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You drip a mixture of mayonnaise and
tomato juice from your sandwich onto
your blouse.
As you stand up you feel your pocket
rip off your skirt leaving cool air to
blow in to the back of your leg.
And decide that you don't know what
you want.
You hoped the girl next to you
wouldn't notice as you took off your
pantyhose under your long skirt. You
shouldn't have worn them anyways.
You've always hated pantyhose. But
the colors were so bright and every-
thing else so drab.
The people on the metro must be sick
of you always writing in your corner,
putting your feet up where they sit
while you scribble in a language they
wish they didn't know.
You want to love someone and have
him love you back. But just like all
your other wants, something tells you
this will not COmetrue.
You brush hands with someone on
the street and are offended as he pulls
back from the shock startled. You
already have your future children that
you'll have with him named and you'll
probably never wash your hands
again.
You, who wiII not touch the railings
on the sta.irs because you think
people are dirty, want to feel the base
of human life.
You want it to feel you, to remember
you when you are gone.
To be remembered as a lover and not a
loner, beautiful, not misunderstood.
You decided today that you don't
know what you want.
7
StephanieJJ~;
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s::: 1.~S: "We're not telling you these stories to scare you. We just want you to be prepared."
~ Be Prepared. Always be prepared he says. But I am no boy scout. Hell, I like surprises. I'm shifting in my chair, averting my wide eyes, as I
~~ listen to this funny shaped man with oversized glasses and boots spout off stories that spin my naive 19-year-oldhead. I try to figure out what I
~ did with my rational mind when I decided to apply for this job, wok the drug test, the math test, the reading test, packed my bags and traveled down
I to this middle of nowhere Texan psychiatric hospital. My strangest nighttime dream pales in comparison to the stories he told us during that first
~ day of orientation. Welcome to Texas State Hospital. I am petrified. I don't want to die.
~ Orientation Day 2. Our guest speaker is the head of security. Excellent. He reminds us to leave our firearms at home, and then issues a casual
~ warning about the prisoners that frequent the hospital grounds. The local prisons supply all of the manpower for the grounds keeping here at the
~ hospital. Don't be surprised when you see them in their white uniforms. Be cautious when entering your car. If they catcall you young lady, let
\..) me know. At the end of the day, I inspect each bench in my Chevy suburban before getting in, expecting the worst, and wishing for the first time
~ in my pacified life that I had a 22.
\"\-- Orientation Day 3. Another man saunters in to speak to us. He casually begins his speech by telling us of the nuclear waste that is daily
~ transported on the highway running by the hospital. It's on its way to disposal in a desert further west. We have protocol in the case of an accident.
~ Great. Just great. Thanks chief. Good to know. He concludes his orientation comments by reminding us that we are surrounded by several acres
• ~ of mesquite brush, and to "keep your eyes peeled for rattlers. They like to sun themselves on the sidewalks."
~ I have signed my death wish on my W-2 form. I am scared.
V ) But I am stubborn.
II.
Orientation is over. My first day in the battlefield has come, and I leave the house at 5:30 a.m. with a fanny pack full of latex gloves, a security
whistle, and a CPR mask. I say a prayer as I drive and turn the gospel station on for added support. Dear God in Heaven. Please don't let a mob
of crazy people attack me with their silverware. Please don't let me step on a family of rattlesnakes when I walk to my car this afternoon. And
please don't let a felon hide in my back seat and hijack my suburban and make me get into an accident and spill nuclear waste. That's all. I'd really
appreciate it.
III.
I meet the staff. I meet the patients. It's been so long since they've seen a smiling face at work, they say. I'm pretty sure they think I smile
because I don't know what else to do. They're partially right. If I didn't smile, I might cry.
I had been through two weeks of training to prepare me for this work. I had learned how to restrain people, how to defend myself from
aggressive behaviors. I had learned to never have my back to someone, to never trust a patient, to always have an exit. They told me horrible stories
to prepare me for this. But they couldn't prepare me for what I would feel, walking into a building of wounded, forgotten people. They couldn't
prepare me for those eyes-empty eyes that bore right through me. They were eyes that you could not meet, you could not feel, you could not fill
with anything. Until I came here, I didn't know about those kind of eyes.
They didn't prepare me to be hated. I thought that my smile would fix things, that my kindness would make the difference, and my patience
would set me apart. But it is a different world inside of a psychiatric hospital. It is irrational. Unpredictable. You cannot anticipate anything. I
wasn't sure why certain patients didn't like me, why they said horrible things to me. It bothered me. A lot. I had no idea why Miss Colston called
me the devil every day. I couldn't figure out what Ihad done, or said. It was out of my control, and out of their control as well. And we just had
to accept that.
They didn't prepare me for the helplessness that I felt everyday. When the man in orientation said that there was no cure for mental illness, it
didn't faze me. But then I had to face that fact every day, and I thought about it all the time. We were in the business of making mental illness
manageable; we could never make it go away. I could take Miss Colston to see the doctor; I could pick up her medicine; I could make sure she goes
to therapy. I could love her and care for her. But I could not fix her-and I hate it. I hate that I cannot help her like I want to. I hate that she
might never leave this hospital. And Iwonder ifGod ever performs miracles to heal schizophrenics. And I wonder where He's at anyv,ray, and then
Maria tells me. "He's walking around in my brain," she says.We are waiting for her commitment hearing. She tells me this inher slow and calculated
speech. She wasn't always this way, she says. She was in an accident as a young girl, 16 years old, and it hun her brain. She has a hard time
controlling her emotions. That's why she's here. Jesus helps her, she says. He walks around in my brain and helps me make the right decisions. She
.stares at me, in my silence.
N.
And I smile. Because I know if I don't, I'll cry.
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So I'm living inNew York and Yoko Ono is on the cutting edge of the am movement and I go to this performing arts piece that she does about
critics. Iget there and Yoko is on the on stage and the audience is coming up and cutting little pieces off her flowing black dress.
Yoko looks so calm up there, like she is enjoying this. She's got this contented look on her face that says this whole process isn't hurting her at
alL People sit there and cut off layers and layers of her clothing and she just sits still.
The audience looks like they are enjoying themselves too. They are all caught up in the experience and have this entranced, faraway look in their
eyes that says they think they are part of something special. And Yoko just sits up there and lets them believe they really are. Its like she invites
the cuts and tears because she knows its useless to struggle. She allows them take what they've come for and leave. She knows better than to try
to fight it and lose. Or maybe she actually does like it. Maybe this is the whole point. Maybe this is what she wants.
Now I watch the audience in their collective trance and I take note of what they do with their cut pieces. Some tuck them gently into a pocket
or a purse hoping to cherish it later or maybe they think it will bring them fame or good luck one day. Others try to make a statement of their own
and toss their piece out onto the stage just to watch it float to the ground with the dramatic flair of every bad actress on Broadway. Then, there
are those who just casually drop their piece on the way back to their seats-like it never really mattered in the first place.
Eventually Yoko isup there in her bra and underwear and now she doesn't look so content, she looks mad, like she finally realizes what has been
going on. She recognizes the audience for what they are and she seeswhat they do with the pieces of her dress how they cut away bits of her, slowly
and for no reason other than because she let them. She will never get those pieces back. She starts to flail madly on the floor gathering and clutching
the pieces that still surround her, but it's useless. Too much is gone forever. She will never gather enough of the cut pieces to make herself whole
agam.
When the maple in its autumnal dress
Of bright splashes of red and orange and gold
That, fading fall, and make its glory less
Or none at all, like tales long lost, untold;
And when the sun sinks low behind the hills,
Lost in one last burst of glowing flame
That fades and is forgotten, my soul fills
With grief and weeps hot tears and hates my name.
For then I think of how I, too, must fade
And all my works shall fall away to naught,
As the great Unmaker balefully raids
Laurels bestowed by men and by craft wrought.
But thy vast mercy makes thy hand reach down
To give the undeserving child a crown.
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Cananeia is a coastal village in the state o/sao Paulo, Brazil
The closest thing that I had seen was thunder
heads reared above those endless ranks of corn.
I felt slight as a mistake on the landscape,
eying that certain sheen of infinity
as it approached in bearded, blue-backed waves.
I watched their mouths for lightning, bitter teeth.
From what I knew of ocean, the dashed teeth
of sharks, their volred bodies Likethunder
heads keening prow-first through billowing waves
of air, Istayed on shore to eat frail corn
canulas, tufts of steak. Infinity
was watching where the seascape met the landscape.
The sun was heavy over the landscape
of my body. White as snow, white as teeth,
my shoulders florid as infinity.
The vendor touched my skin and laughed like thunder
when I winced and smiled. She had yellow corn
teeth, and cold poured from her icebox in waves.
In stilted English, we talked about waves,
the time of tides. She pointed to the landscape.
"Beautiful, no?" "Yes. Where I come from, corn
is the only ocean." She showed her-teeth
as if she understood and laughed like thunder,
this metaphor that spanned infinity
between us. She swore to infinity
there were no sharks in this water, the waves
were beautiful. And so I braved the thunder,
tiptoed until my feet lost the landscape
of continent, and my skin felt the teeth
of current, pelting like kernels of corn
pouring into the wagon. Later, corn
was the smell, bells the sound of infinity
in the plaza. A giant shark, its teeth
arrayed in mortal row upon row, waves
still fracrioned in its glassed eyes, the landscape
of its body a canonized thunder,
a rubberized infinity, fake waves
painted with seas of corn, a mural landscape-
the town museum's pride, its teeth, its thunder.
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Sturm and Son called, wanting me
to choose the clothes for mother,
so here I was, feeling like a sneaking child.
I pushed stiff blouses and metal hangers
around in her closet until finally settling
on the blue blazer and polyester slacks
that no one would remember, anyw-ay.
With ensemble under arm I turned
to leave, but my eyes pulled me back
to her tarnished silver jewel box.
I opened it hesitantly, watching
in the little mirror for her to come
around the comer and catch me
peering into this forbidden world.
And there they lay, those pearls-
tangled strands of glaring eyes.
My mind turned the familiar page,
to how they flashed up and down her wrist
when she used to vacuum around me,
and clattered on the dinner table
punctuating unspoken sentences,
I remembered how they rattled
to end too-long telephone calls
and left tiny rows of red dents on my arm
when I didn't sing the hymns in church.
I imagined her in the coffin, blue
suit and all, easing her body up
and opening white eyes to stare
past rows of people and wilting lilies,
to where I would be sitting, watching
her twirl the pearls with creaky fingers,
clicking the beads like bleached bones.
Blinking, I looked down to my own white
knuckles, tight fist, choking a pearly strand,
and I breathed, eased open my fingers.
When I let the pearls slide out, they left
a handful of small pink rings of pain.
Sighing, I scuttled them all back
to the dark velvet cave of the jewel box
and closed the lid.
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t: For a year or two, when my father was inveterinary school, he rented a neat little town house to shelter his young family-my mother, my older.s: brother, me, and a soon-to-come baby. We all got freckles from the sunshine and scraped knees from tripping on the sidewalks, and sometimes we
~ nearly drowned in the pool, but we never minded because our home was a safe nest in a big world..~r--t:: Dad graduated and we moved on, but without forgetting Ames orthe townhouse, and the yearning to reclaim memories grew so strong that
V ) we scheduled a return visit.
I I thought I remembered reasonably well, and so was prepared for what I would see. I had organized inmy mind a perimeter of brown houses,
~ connected as an oval with a good deal of distance between. Through this spacious middle curved a driveway or parking lot, and I knew somewhere
~ was a pool, and a lawn for playing in. Outside our row of townhouses all else seemed distant; the oblong circle was alone and uncrowded.
~ We pulled up in a packed van these years later, and to my distress I did not recognize the place. Around the townhouses, cars lined streets that
were pushed narrow by the lawns of old homes. The townhouses themselves were distinctly square, and arranged in a neat parallelogram rather
than a smooth oval. Too many trees reached up against siding that should have been, I thought, a rich chocolate brown, but was instead
butterscotch tan. I seemed strangely out of place, confused, disjointed.
My footsteps felt foreign, trespassing and insecure, aswe climbed out of the van and made our way to the center of the houses. No driveway
could have fit there, but a small soft green did, trimmed with a meandering sidewalk and a little swimming pool. I stopped, unsteady. All was
different from what I imagined, yet...
Standing there, I felt a strangeness come over me, a heavy sad warmness that couldn't quite settle itself. The cozy square corners, the
unpredictable path, the glow of the fall sun on the trees and butterscotch ...I had never seen it before yet I had seen it every day. Tears welled up
in my eyes as I realized I knew the house, the yard, this neigh borhood that had comprised a piece of my childhood. I longed desperately to grasp
at the past; to either shrink into what I used to be or to step outside and watch myself, a little girl, playing with a brother and baby sister on a blanket
in the grass, running beside the stroller as the leaves fell to the ground, jumping into the pool and sputtering until rescued.
No one played in the pool or the yard today; the air was far too quiet. Did fledgling families nest in these houses still, married students and
recent graduates needing an affordable home? Or had single college students taken over the neighborhood, to either sleep off last night's drinks or
dutifully study the day away in the dim light of their shaded rooms? I felt a sinking in my chest, a heaviness in my stomach.
But-brsh, brsh-a man raked leaves. He had friendly brown hair and eyes and amoustache; he looked like a young father. A red-haired girl
came running out to him, her eyes squinting gleefully, and she hugged his legsbefore prancing into apile ofleaves. Her small brother tottered after,
hugging a blue rubber ball to his chest, mouthing "Dada," and grinning at the mother following him. I liked them, these people simple enough to
delight in a rubber ball and the outdoors, rich enough to enjoy each other, smart enough to grow together. I wondered if, when they had moved
on and expanded and become more "successful," they would come back to this starting place to remember.
I walked the old sidewalk alone, seeingmy father the young student, my mother the young wife, my brother and sister and I little and laughing;
and beneath my feet the pavement was so familiar that I wanted to kiss it. I looked up, at the leaves that still fell for children to dance in, and the
safe soft grass in the shelter of the homes, and the gentle ripples of the pool that still beckoned children to jump in. Suddenly my chest felt the
beat of life.
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September 11, 2002
The sun rose again
Unnoticed by the sprawl
Of another grabbing of briefcases
Shuffling kids off to school
Waiting for coffee amid a line of strangers
No one prepared
To see the soul of the nation, bared.
At the impact,
The country sucked.in a breath
As one.
For a moment,
Before the prayer services,
Before the tributes, the documentaries,
Before the fundraisers, food drives and bumper stickers,
Before the catch phrases,
Before the star spangled banner left no place untouched,
Before McDonald's prayed inblack block letters on their billboard:
God Bless America,
For a moment,
We were united as one.
Stripped down to the helpless humanity
Of newborn nakedness,
OUf mouths, eyes,open-
Watching as everything we knew
Changed.
Suspended, like a pool
Of water awaiting
The stone to shatter
Its own reflection.
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I wish I could remember the time Dad
~ Caught you feeding me half a banana
~ On our orange, shag carpet in the cockroach-
\'.. ~ Infested apartment we soon moved from.
""'-l.... I was in diapers with blue, snap-up pants
Forming a hat on my nearly bald head.
You wore a blue tank-top and red, striped shorts.
I admired your hand, full of mushed white.
This looks like an old Hines' birthday party.
One party for our two birthdays only
A mere three days and eight small years apart.
They probably used the same pink and blue
Paper with teddies and hearts to wrap up
Your action-figure and my stuffed hippo.
My small, white shirt reads "Minnesota,"
Maybe it was a hand-me-down from you?
I think that I saw a picture of you
Wearing this shirt moments before you chased
Greased-up pigs in a race-tried to catch one.
You'd tell me about it when you babysat
How the pigs would squeal as you desperately
Tried to find a footing in the wet mud.
Then you'd start chasing me around the room
And tickle me until I squealed and laughed.
It's been what? Five years since you spoke to me?
Before that, maybe longer in between?
The same arm that fed a silly toddler
Is now scarred from needles of cocaine.
You have to "fix" a smile on your face
With fine, white powders and full syringes.
Instead of orange bean bags in this photo,
You're on the hard mattress of your cell bed.
But that's just not shown in this picture.
How you spent Thanksgiving fighting for your
Life after a lethal dose of LSD
Or how you didn't show at my wedding.
What did I expect from you, my brother?
You've never replied to any letter.
Dad thinks I'm silly to write you again.
The girl in this picture refuses to grow.
I wish I could ask if you remember
This photo. We could laugh at this silly sight.
I'll send it if I can find your address
And just maybe you'll remember the boy
Feeding the baby with pants on her head.
You will crack a grin at her innocence
Remembering that she really loved you
And reach out your hand to her once again.
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I'd much rather go catch the flu
Or hold my breath 'til I turn blue
Or eat chicken pox
And chew on gym socks
Than get any kisses from you.
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My story begins in the dampened, darkened, dismal labyrinth: the basement ofthe college library. Iwas silently sitting on the floor in a comer
of the basement, submerged inMilton's Paradise Lost when a small man emerged from the adjacent rows of bookcases. He was short, very round,
with a dark suit and a golden watch bound to a golden chain. He had an ashen complexion and great golden spectacles that balanced precariously
on the cliff of his nose. His hair was dark and coarse, combed back with so much grease that one might think that his head was the site of miniature
oil spill. He smelled of smoke, was it cigar smoke?
"Good afternoon," he said to me in a crisp Mediterranean accent as he shelved a copy ofDante'sInfemo. "Good afternoon" I returned dryly, not
peering up from my volume. "Do you understand what you are reading?" he inquired. Annoyed at having my reading interrupted, I told him '1have
a six page paper due tomorrow on imagery I don't understand. I don't see how I'm ever going to get it done, especially with people like YOU
interrupting me." Not dissuaded by my sharpness, the rotund man continued, "My name is Gradius-most people call me Grades. I would be
delighted to assist you with your paper, as I am a lover of students and all subjects. I am a great encourager and can motivate you to do your work."
I raised my brow from my book, my interest perked. Grades was now polishing a radiantly red apple that had emerged from his suit coat pocket.
Noticing my interest, Grades continued, "'Ican be a great asset to you. Not only can I encourage you, but where your professors give you mere
knowledge of a subject. I can give you the knowledge of academic good and evil. And if you please me, you will wear a fine suit like mine, live
a golden life, and be thought of as successful. Now, might you be interested in my help? And by the way, you look hungry. Why don't you take
my apple?"
I accepted Grade's offer, and his apple, for I was very hungry after missing lunch. He did indeed help with the paper, and a fine paper it was.
I gradually relied on him more and more to guide me in my classes. He had great influence on my teachers, and was able to convince them allwhat
a fine student I was.
All was well, until he started making demands. It began the day I heard a knocking, knocking, knocking at my dorm room door. I got up from
pine green lay-z-boy recliner, put down my devotion book TheAbundant Life, and opened the door. Itwas Grades. He was wearing a shabby tweed
suite with a large brown leather suitcase beside him. "Hello Grades," I said with a smile. "What's with the suitcase?" My sunny mood merely
bounced off his glaring, glacial, granite expression. "I'm a bit concerned with the progress of your academic knowledge," he told me in a tart-filled
tone. "I feel as if you are not working hard enough, spending too much time on unimportant things." As he said this, he nodded in the direction
of my abandoned book. "I am going to move in with you, so that you will focus on our work-evermore, evermore."
Not wanting to lose his help, I let him move in. I'm not sure I could have stopped him anyway. Soon, more demands followed. He seized
control of my papers, telling me exactly what to write. He imprisoned my time, insisting that my time was his alone. And whenever I did escape
his darkened dungeon for a moment of freedom to walk or contemplate, he would find me and scream at me. "What in the infernal name of hell
are you doing, wasting our time, forgetting your purpose? Giving the Enemy a chance to find you!" Whenever this was unsuccessful, he would resort
to scorching my pity. "1have done so much for you, cared for you, loved you, guided you. Why are you leaving me now?" he would whine with
all the pale, pathetic, painful countenance he could muster
Grades is with me now as I pen this charge. Peering over my shoulder, sulking, sneering, seething that I should tell the world of him. "This
paper isn't what your teacher wants; It won't get an A," he whispers in my ear. "Idon't care," I tell him. A shriveling shriek leaps from his lips-
a venomous mix of shock, indignation, and pain-as he retreats under my bed.
For all the real pain he causes me, I have been amazed that most other people can't see him. When I was at the grocery store, there was awoman
with two kids that walked clean through him. Not to mention that he was completely worthless inhelping me to set up a bank account. It seems
that only people who live on or near schools are able to see him. Maybe it has something to do with the water?
And this brings me to a question that has baffled me for a long time: where on earth does he get so fat? I rarely see him eating, and I certainly
don't feed him. Do you think teachers feed him behind my back?
I know little about Grade's family, but I'll tell you what Ido know. He is an illegitimate child. His father is a respected politician named Fear,
his mother a poor seamstress known asAspiration. His grandparents on his father's side are Control and Anger; on his mother's side they are Hope
and Determination.
A sinister specter stalks my dreams, my waking hours, my very self. His name is Grades. He demands that I serve him, love him, adore him.
He tells me he's my friend, my companion, my justifier. I believed him once and let him stay. Now I know better. He is the stuff of nightmares,
ghouls, and ghosts-a citizen of hell itself. He never told me that his last name was Mordet-c-Latin for death. He has been the death of learning,
the death of time, the death of love. He possesses me and I have become his possession. May God help me.
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~It was one of those nights
~ where the sky ached to let go,
~ its belly burdened and swelled,
\"\"" onto the world beneath.
"""'-.\.... The weight that night
seemed almost too much for it to bear.
We were like that too.
Walking under the heaviness,
aching for the catharsis,
the let down.
We were always on the edge
of something great,
crouching at the threshold
of love passion, hate passion, hurt, sadness,
passion even m pam.
Always full for eachother, of eachother.
A drop hit the sidewalk in front of your shoe,
another on my cheek,
a crash and a tear of electricity and finally
it all fell down,
the rain,
the years of misunderstanding,
miscommunication,
the pounds of repressed emotion
saturated, soaking to the skin,
impossible to ignore any longer.
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"Superboy," he said.
"I am Superhoy."
While he loved race cars
and his T-Rex toy
and blocks and legos,
stuffed animals, too,
one thing he liked most-
a statement turned true:
"I am Superboy!"
he'd yell and then try
to fling out both arms,
jump forward and fly.
Though his feet would land
on the ground below,
"I'm still Superboy,"
he'd say and we'd say,
"We know."
7lntiltfd .
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ihave been watching
the gentle coming
of a me&you spring
as the deep earth
opens, gives
out its silent
tender movings hidden
so long, now
a gift to the light
our each word a tendril
a green slender stretching
sunward.
i never catch
such barely movement
in your eyes or mine, but
almost in surprise i
turn to see
our fragile becoming-
slow blushing burst
a somehow flower
our own.
Jarklon fho ppe
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Jack's eyes are closed as he
soars up then down and back and forth
on the halfpipe
eases into an ollie,
turns into a shaky five-o grind,
slides back down the halfpipe
and into a transition fakie rock that
leads into a backside lipslide.
Slide. Roll. Slow.
And everyone claps
until Jack opens his eyes to realize
he's still waiting on the pipe's edge.
And now it's] ack's turn.
He thinks,
Maybe today will be his day.
Maybe today the kids will clap for him.
Maybe Skyrider will clap for him.
Maybe.
Under his arm Jack clutches his board that boasts
new griptape, new trucks, new wheels
and a coveted designer deck that up to now
has never done him any good.
His reverie over,]ack's attention is caught
when up steps then down slides
Sam "Skyrider" Finley.
Skyrider kicks-off with a lBO-ollie
pilots into a varial kickflip,
follows with a nose manual-
or "wheelie" to the novices-
glides back down the pipe,
pumps to gain speed,
transition kick-turns into a double heelflip,
tailstalls into a salad grind
that acts with a frontside pop-shove it
to gain the boisterous applause
of all the kids in helmets and pads that idolize
Skyrider and his status as the only kid to earn
a scratched inscription on the park fence
before age 12.
He takes a breath, steps onto the board,
And rolls. Down down down and up.
Up the halfpipe and into
Yes, a varia! kickflip with a few
flies and turns and flips and twists.
and he's not sure ...
Umil his face hits the wood,
his board lands on his back
and he's pretty sure his femur is now located
where his left forearm should be.
He can taste blood.
He can see stars.
But what he hears is better than his best skater's dream.
As he is carted away in the ambulance,
the applause and cheers still ringing in his ears,
Skyrider's voice comes across loud and clear:
That's my dad.
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"How do you feel today?" Dr. Scott inquired.
How do I feel? I feel weak, depressed, guilty, and cold; frozen stiff like the ancient oak sitting outside in the blustery Minnesota winter. I am
hurting, and yet I cannot tell her how I really feel. That would mean I have aproblem, and! don't have aproblem.
I am here because others said I have aproblem. I am just losing the extra weight that childhood binges of monster cookies and mashed potatoes
have put on me. I am just becoming leaner, healthier.
~ "But it is not healthy Lacey! You need to eat something more than lettuce!" pleads my mother.
• ~ I eat more than lettuce though; I eat cereal and ... otherthings. It doesn't matter. It's my body and ifl don't want to eat something, I won 'ti
...... II.
• ~ Every day is the same. It begins before 6 a.m., before the sun comes up. I need to get my Malt -Odvleal carefully measured and in the microwave
~ before my parents shuffle into the kitchen and try to make me drink 2 percent. I hate it when they watch! I hate the noises they make as they sip their
Folgers's Coffie, slurp their fatty cereal milk, and chomp on their Crispix doused in sugar. Can't they see I just want to eat my cereal in peace and
I .s:: quiet?
~ At school, the classes are excruciatingly slow. My stomach constantly growls, moans, and winces in pangs of hunger. This pain, this feeling of
~ emptiness, becomes my best friend though, telling me I am thin.
In Mr. Freeberg's class I sit hunched over, conserving energy, but every other minute I move for the cold wooden chair is extremely
~ uncomfortable. My mom said it hurts to sit because I am not giving my body enough energy to build a healthy body, one with "cushioning."
~ "I don't want a big butt mom!" I snap. "I have enough cushioning already, and I don't need more food if I am JUStsitting around all day!"
~ III.
~ 11:45, lunchtime. Hurriedly I float towards the cafeteria, passing the immature gigglers, meatheads, and sack-lunchers. Once in line I stand
~ impatiently, catching whiffs of the food I will not eat, [cannot eat. Finally, I get my multi-slotted tray only to fill it with a salad bowl and the
~ chocolate milk. I always give toJessica,Miss Congeniality in last year's Miss Teen U.S.A. pageant. How can sheeat somany Twinkies ami candy bars and
still be so beautifUL?
I am the first to sit down, an actor without her cast. Looking down I see my lunch, salad. I thought salads were supposed to be a bunch of
healthy greens, not two pounds of fat. I think the lunch ladies just want the students to be overweight like them! I however, am not fooled.
Repulsively I pick the waxy cheese and fatty ham slices our of the salad bowl, leaving behind the sickly lettuce.
"That test was hard, don't you think?" Miss Congeniality winced, only to have the very intelligent, beautiful, blonde Angela reply with
confidence, "It wasn't that bad."
Without a word she grabs the chocolate milk from my tray and takes her usual spot. Then, one by one my classmates take their places at the
table. Still, I do not talk, laugh, or share secrets like a typical teenage girl should. I am nor in the mood for conversation- especially not if it is
about dates, parties, or what they did last weekend. I don't have anything to contribute to the conversation.
By 1:00 p.m., my stomach feels like it was eating itself! My hands are purple and cracked and my eyes, frozen over like aMinnesota lake, peer
at the chalkboards, yearning for the sun to shine, the bell to ring, the day to end.
3:08, the bell rings, volleyball practice. I look around. She is so skinny! I don't want to change. I'm lightheaded, frozen, and tired.
For the next rwo hours I give everything I have and yet I know I am still slow and weak. Frustrated, irritable, and exhausted, the once favorite
activity is now nothing but torture to my body, mind, and soul.
N.
"Supper is ready," mom calls in a raised voice for all to hear.
Panic. Sheer panic hits me. W'hatdidshemake? Howmany caloriesare in it? She never drains the meat. Idon't want to eat. I'm not hungry!
On the table sits browned t-bone and sirloin steaks, mashed potatoes, buttered toast, corn, and the rest of my family. Everyone stares at me,
waiting for me to join in the smorgasbord. Hiding my anxiety, I sit.
"Come lord Jesus be our guest and let these gifts to us be blessed. Amen."
"Lacey, pass me your plate," my dad grunts.
Hesitantly I obey him, already on the verge of tears. My sister takes it from him and shoves it in my face. It stares back at me, shining with grease
and butter. J can't eat that! Again, hiding my fear I begin to cut, then bite, taste, chew, and swallow. Fifteen minutes later my dad spurts, "Well,
that was good Sherri, thank you," and still I sit, my plate barely touched.
Everyone gets up to leave, except morn. "Lacey, you could eat a little more couldn't you?" she pleads.
"I'm full." Liar!
The food stares back at me, a huge steak and ... butter. My mom stares back at me with green eyes full of fear and frustration. Still, 1 can't eat
it!
"EAT ITt" my dad barks from the living room.
The tears begin to flow. I hear mom's uneven breathing and know she hurts even more than I, remembering the once healthy, happy child.
Minutes turn into hours. 1can't eat any more. I feel sick, forced,Jat!
I run up the stairs to the room on the southwest corner where the wind hits the hardest. For hours I run in from of the mirror, tears burning
my dry skin, guilt burning my heart. I know Iamhurtingmyfamily but, l don't want to be PAT!
I.
The room is so dark, so cold.
"What are you thinking about Lacey?" Dr. Scott inquires.
I can't reply. For ifI speak the tears will begin to flow and I cannot let her see. That would mean I have a problem and 1don't have a problem.
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I wait, taut as the skin of a new drum
And, stretched by unseen bands like metal wrung
Thin, I long for the advent of warm thumb
And palm to summon songs I have not sung.
But as I wait I cannot help but fear
That in our meeting I shall want to sing
My song alone or maybe you won't hear
My rhythm, or your touch may sting.
Perhaps the life of solitude is mine
For good, and after time the part that holds
So tight will slacken, sigh and then resign
To quiet, to forget it was so bold.
Yet, still, I wait your hand's resounding hum,
For none can dance to song of silent drum.
)ot1{tef fa .. '])an
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Oh, this is a joyous day that I may
Fold your white, worn underwear into squares
And vacuum now to drown out all you say
Around your rough feet matted with strands of hair
That fell lightly on the slick bathroom floor
From carelessly brushing out my tangles
Where you killed a spider the day before.
In the trash) his small body lies mangled.
You turn the TV to The Simpsons
And ask with your eyes for something to eat.
I bring some chips and salsa, to dip in.
You pull my legs over and rub my feet.
I believe what sonnets refuse to heed
Love is most alive in daily deeds.
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When I write, my methodology is nonconformist. Or maybe nonexistent. I don't curl up, mochaccino in hand, at the side of a roasty toasty
fire and expect the pen to leak out the intricate pinings and turbulences of my soul. A poet I'm not. Ihave an incredible distaste for the bland
writing of academia. And Ihate to journal unless Ifeel Iam sufficiently deranged so as to need to consult a free paper-based psychiatrist. In other
words, Irarely actually write anything. Still, writing pervades my life.
What one could dub asmy "official" writing is in fact a mockery of the art form itself. Professors inmy major rarely require anything more than
an analysis or regurgitation of information, a practice that does not appease any screaming my soul desires. To my papers there are outlines. There
are rubrics. There is no personality.
Ihate limitations. Thus, Iembrace a form of composition that nobody but me can shackle. My chosen craft is oral. Ido love to regurgitate
words, but I prefer to choose and regulate what comes back up and out. I am a plagiarizer ofthe best parts of everybody else's personal vernacular.
Ido not consider this a crime, for oral rhetoric in daily conversation has never fallen under the codes and policies governing copyright infringement.
I, the connoisseur of novel jargon, may sample here and there, stealing for myself exactly the combination of words that fits best the mood and
the essence of what Ineed to say.
Iwas smitten with this habit early. It was a bit of predestination, 1think, when the first words I fell in love with were those pervading the
sciences. Binomial nomenclature. The day Mr. Sportelli dropped that bombshell of auditory bliss, I wanted to be a scientist, if only for nothing
more than to be able to drizzle my intrinsic thesaurus with words that were essentially vocal acrobatics. I'd sit there, chanting "binomial
nomenclature, binomial nomenclature" in a hypnotic voice again and again, thinking wasn't I just the eat's meow for simply knowing this word.
I would have languished in the ethereal joy of this one twenty-five cent word until the next one came. Mr. Hofer introduced my lingual
mechanisms to "endoplasmic reticulum." Even more fun to say and worth at least thirty-five cents. It made me sound smarr to boot.
The list of "my" words grew. Asymptote. Pseudotsuga mensiezii. Isovaleraldehyde Acetylsalicylic acid ...nowthat's one that just rolls off the
tip of the tongue. These are not plebian words. Using these words in conversation transforms the speaker into one who oozes the very essence
of non-boring academia. Inever realized I had reached the apex of science word nerd-darn until the day my nine-year-old brother seized my
biochemistry textbook, He leafed through it, skimming over numerous pages before he quit reading it, inquiring if it was my Spanish book, thus
giving me confirmation that Inow speak a bona-fide corruption of my mother tongue.
Only for about 30 seconds does vocal science diarrhea earn me a single brownie point with the authentic word gums (a.k.a. English majors).
They are the sorts who debate the very definition of the word "word," the debate stemming from an instance in which one of their professors
duped them, leading them to believe "promulent" was actually a word. So their definition stands as such: a word is a vocal symbol, not necessarily
"authenticated" by presence in the O.E.D., but understood as signifying a particular idea or thing. So if I try to harf out words straight from Harvey
Lodish's 4" edition ofMolecular Cell Biology, they dismiss my credulity.
But wait. lean join their ranks too. I play their game. I don't want to limit my enjoyment of life to the narrow confines of the scientific
community. I can use real, scholarly, worth-a-Sacajawea-gold-dollar-instead-of-a-quarter-words too. My score racks up when Ithink of a quirky
yet innovative adjective, adverb, or phrase to utilize. The more eccentric the better. Profligate. Manifest. Brou-ha-ha. And then there are those
trend-inspired gems. Some classics include: "Dewski" in reference to Mountain Dew, "cafeteria allspice" to describe the breath of life and flavor-
rific taste emanating from everything in Sodexho-Marriot's lower-tier cafeteria franchise, "crap-tacular or nas-tacular" to describe anything
distasteful, and "Chicago-style baloney teats, " a phrase that's probably best not to elaborate on.
It's delightful to observe the repercussions of my word usage in conversation. As the sentences write themselves out within my cranium, I
ponder in advance what the reaction will be. Inevitably, the response erupts, usually with an incredulous, "I can't believe you just said thar't-,
slash- "You are very weird" laugh price-tagged onto the end of it. Immediate gratification and aliment for my feedback-thirsty ego.
Yes, I like to write essays. Like those who have opted for writing as aprofession, the art appeals to my pitiful and praise-bereft ego. Poor little
ego-let, parched by lack of accolades. I don't need a wee watering can to satiate this drought. A fire hose or a Rain Man sprinkler system is
necessary. That's why I prefer the swift and immediate gratification of conversation. Irevel in trouncing upon the constructs of the commonplace
and boring oral vocabulary. I speak the essay my mind has written. It is a careful craft. IEI'm on a roll, I can spend hours simply talking, not just
peppering but dousing the conversation with cayenne and Tabasco and Italian seasoning and all those rogue spices like marjoram or turmeric
(haven't you ever seen them in your mom's cabinet?) to the stream of words exiting the all-purpose movable cavity commandeering the lower half
of my face. Once Ispew my latest musings for others to snatch and interpret, Iget instant feedback regarding the success of my endeavor. No
waiting for the casually caustic remarks of an adjudicator or professor. Immediate gratification. I'm entirely too impatient to forrnallywrite it
our.
If the definition of writing is to be manually gathering, organizing, flavorizing, and spelling out words, 1rarely officially write. My real dent
in the literary world will perhaps be the phrase I linked together off the cuff for one of my "real" writer friends. I must be satisfied with that, for
truly, I live to tincture life with a wacky set of off-brand crayons-my personal created vernacular.
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Her life is
tucked in amid
tourist trodden streets
of Bayfield-
a village that spills up
from the cool blues of Superior
into Wisconsin's forested hills.
Daytime
She sells trinkets
with her nine to five smile
catering to crowds that come
in search of something wonderful-,
but nothing in particular.
The bell on the door tinkles
as though it was the wind blowing through
and she could care as much.
JOO,je IV/JjHannaliDutt
By night
She sings blues
wearing her soul on her face
escaping with the others
who have known for a long time
that there is nothing particularly wonderful
about the somethings they sell.
Her voice smooth as the liquor
that warms their talk and their laughter
reclaiming life as their own.
Resist
The urge
To gently tug
The infinitesimal
Cotton thread coming
Undone around a smooth ivory
Button on your favorite cream-woolen
Sweater, because you never know-
Instead of tightening
To pull the button
Snug,
The thread might unravel and suddenly pull loose, and you will be
Flummoxed and forced to hum needle and thread; and all just because
You worried a tiny defect:
A stray ivory strand
Coming undone
From the smooth ivory button
On your favorite sweater.
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In marches Grandpa, "Well, hello derl" he belts, clattering his dentures a bit ... Ahhh ... by golly it's cold out der dis smornin" he says,
commenting on the weather like any good farmer should. "Momin' Grandpa! Coffee?" I chime automatically and in response hear the usual, "Just
half a cup." I fill the cup anyway and add a dab of cream to the forest green mug. "Blonde, dat's how I like it; an' my women too," he jokes.
Grandma just ignores comments like that saying, "It's the Swede inhim." I suppose that explains a lot of things: his love for bacon, butter, cream,
rommegrautt, and especially lu'eftsk
At 76 he still eats like he is20. His body is not that young anymore. He found that out two years ago when he drug himself out of the bathtub
to answer the phone and ended up slipping on the green linoleum floor. "Help me up Hazel," he ordered my Grandma. "No, you just lie der. I'm
gonna call cia docter." Naturally, having a bit of Norwegian in her, she was right; Grandpa had fractured his left hip, making him spend a few weeks
away from the farm.
It is certain that the tall, dark, and handsome young farmer my Grandma Hazel fell in love with more than 55 years ago has changed. His broad
frame still exists, but the toned muscle of a one-time track and football star has atrophied, his once silky black hair has grown thin and white, and
he's lost two inches in height. What he has lost physically he has gained in personality however. Instead of a furrowed brow and profanities,
Grandpa makes jokes about the mail lady, the blonde waitress at Sandy's Cafe, or the mean nurse who checked his cholesterol the day before. And
if it wasn't jokes, it was stories.
Every time I accompanied Grandpa out to the field, he'd sing his favorite army song, "Parachutes and jumper's boots and wings of silver too."
He no longer remembers all of the words, bur it still reminds me that the world has not always been so peaceful. I can recall one bitterly cold
evening in January when my sister and I modeled the heavy wool uniforms grandpa had saved for more than 50 years. As we slipped into them a
sense of pride glowed on Grandpa's face- a pride in me, our nation, and himself. A pride 1can't understand, but I wish I could, at least for him.
"All my army buddy Falk did for 32 days was register cia dead on the beaches of Normandy," he chokes as tears well up in his eyes. "He can 'till
amember de first G.!. he seen dead, sittin' in a jeep wid a bullet right tru cia middle of ' is head." Grandpa, since he went in as aparatrooper on relief
missions after the Germans had been defeated, did not have such horrible war stories of his own, but he had pictures. "Dese pictures I traded fer
a pack a cigarettes! Can you believe it?" he retorts. They were horrifying! One could barely tell that the black and white figures were humans;
walking skeletons is what they were, naked, starving, lifeless.
I've only seen this lime black photo album once, even though grandpa and grandma are always telling stories about their past. The other albums
are more important to their lives I guess- the ones full of pictures ofloved ones and traveling excursions, like those of Grandpa's grandfather who
founded the farm they still live on, or the ones taken at Yellowstone and Itasca State Park when the "kids were young."
=We didn't get away much, wid farmin' an' all," Grandpa admits with a lirtle remorse in his voice. He must not regret it much though because
he still doesn't leave the Midwest much. At 76, he should be retired and living in Arizona where he can gamble and tell stories all day long. But
he isn't. Not Grandpa Jerry. He is still plowing, disking, and checking crops.
"Spader from Decarer" he grunts as I take the trick with an ace of spades. What that means, I do not know, but Grandpa has said it ever since
I can remember and so it has become part of my vocabulary. As the jacks, queens, and kings flash by, my mind begins to wander, until it focuses
on Grandpa. Something is different since the last time I was home. In fact, a lot of things are different. He isn't as spunky. He isn't teasing and
taunting me with his jokes. He isnot trying to burn me with a hot coffee mug or smash my fingers with his leather hands. Then I notice his wrinkled
hand protruding from the classic sky-blue work shirt. The cuts aren't healing as quickly as they used to, and he isn't tapping his fingernails in hopes
of annoying Grandma. Behind his square spectacles his eyes droop a little more, and he seems to take longer at making decisions on what to lay.
"Jerry, did you take your pills?" Grandma inquires. We both look to Grandpa for a reply, but he doesn't move. A little louder she repeats herself
and gets a "Huh?" in return. Annoyed this time she asks, "Pills?" "No."
I don't know ifhe forgets or if he sees no point in taking them. But, I'll keep playing cards, giving him rides to the field, making lunch, and
bringing him his coffee, blonde, just like he likes it.
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·Ohyes, the syntax o/this SLAM! piece is really quite SLAM! marvelous. SLAM! That's a unique SLAM! charaaerisuccflsidions SLAM! writing. Say,
SLAM! how is that classSLAM! goingforyou? I hear the students SLAM! werereally making sorne great SLAM! connections and SLAM! discoveries. "SLAM!
All day and far into the evening for nine months-sometimes more-out of every year, students come in and out and out and in of Granberg
Hall in search of knowledge in writing, composition of verse, and Ism century literature. Or perhaps they seek the use of a little-known lounge
and computer lab in the basement of this ranch-style house that was convened into scholarly classrooms and offices and think-ranks in the late
1980's. Amongst conversations deep enough to drown in, is the intrusive slamming of the front door, heralding the perpetual in and out tide of
students all day and all night long. This kind of ruckus is representative of the chaos of learning that takes place here.
Yet it is a great thing to have a screen door on a classroom building on a college campus. A place that, on most campuses-even our own-is
usually too sterile, with a monochromatic color scheme and too uniform rooms with row upon row of more uniform desks. A screen door, on the
other hand, makes one feel as if they are entering someone's home, and expect to be welcomed into a comfortable chair and an engaging
conversation. Such an expectation is a good example of the marvelous impact Granberg Hall has on the senses and mind.
All English and writing majors or minors have enjoyed the benefits of warmth and hospitality as they nestle into its cozy rooms amongst
professors and other students who love language and story. They have poured coffee and orange juice in its kitchen to stay awake during late nights
in the Beacon office. They have mulled over countless essays, poems, and newspaper articles within its walls. They have pondered and discussed
the meaning of life and of Renaissance literature.
As students, we are affected by the kind of hallucinogen exuded from Granberg Hall. Instantly we believe again in the power of words-not
television-to change the world. We study and strive for reconciliation through rhetoric, we know that a really good poem has the power to change
someone's heart (or at least her mind), and we imagine ourselves as Anglo-Saxons carving out the first words of the English language. Yes,
Granberg does silly things to students-it makes them trust in art. It is this kind of training and thought that make students so attached to this place
that four years is just not long enough. Many students find themselves in their senior year not wanting to graduate, desperately and pathetically
clinging to this place just as they clung to their high school four years earlier. They ignore their years of training and preparation for entrance into
the real world and wish to stay here and continue with the conversation of learning. They are suddenly a child that doesn't want to go to bed, a
kid who doesn't want to grow up. "Please,no, don't make me graduate . .l>
The building itself is actually a part of something rare and rather grand on Northwestern's campus. It is a symbol of the community we strive
to form, the family we wish to create. It is a meeting place for scholars of all ages to come together and discuss the questions and ideals we are
constantly seeking at Northwestern. It is the home of a former president for which it is named, as well as the home of our current president at
a time when he was not our president, but a professor, who, with his family, lived with students in Granberg-right here on campus. It's the very
evidence and history of the kind of interaction we are known for at Northwestern. It is a modern relic, a great symbol from the past. And the
never-ending stream of knowledge that dispenses from it ismeant to break into a student's head and rattle their beliefs and get them to look clearly
and critically at their lives, and ask how they can best fit their beliefs and passions into a life-long vocation. It is as if that stream were afraid that
somehow, somewhere, a student on campus would be left with a vacant thought or the false impression that they have everything in life figured
out.
Granberg is a fountain of many things. It is a classroom building that holds the offices of many professors and is the source of much homework,
tests, and essay assignments. But it is also the source of wisdom and friendship and lifelong memories. Over the course of four years, a building
and the people it houses can really make an impact on a person. The staples of this group are members of the older generation, those professors
who have been dispensing knowledge for years at Northwestern, aswell assome younger scholars who bring amazing knowledge to students within
the walls of Granberg. The men are generally donned with earthy tones of tweed, corduroy, and suede. The women are clothed in knit sweaters,
usually commemorating the current holiday or season. All of their offices are overflowing with books which never seem to stay within the confines
of the bookshelves that line every wall, student essays are flung about on desks and tables, and there is almost always a soft chair or two for
whenever the occasion calls for a conference with a student, colleague, or friend. They are what make Granberg Hall worthy of praise and
restoration-this Carl, this Joel, this Michael and Keith, this Joonna, Anne and Barb.
"Please;no, don't-make me graduate. "
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You burst through the door
with a silly grin and a hug.
Your Erst visit back from college.
You toss your laundry bag into the hamper.
~ You lead me away from the washer
~ and pour us each an expresso
~ from yourthermos.
~ Since when did you drink expresso?
And you learned how to do your laundry?
Out of awhite bakery bag
you pull two freshly baked bagels.
When they're perfectly toasted and the kitchen smells of a coffee shop,
you sit down
and begin telling me about college life-
the all-nighters you've pulled,
and your friends on first floor
with their rockin' entertainment center.
Trying to listen, but comprehending nothing.
You would wake up
in the darkness of your room, with the monsters casting shadows on your walls,
tears trickling down your face,
and I would hold you close, rub your back and rock you to sleep.
Now you hold her close
as you watch scary movies together.
I used to make you peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. And it would drive you crazy if! sliced it diagonally.
You drive yourself to your own places now.
You make your own meals.
You callus
if you remember,
if you miss us, or
if you need us.
"...And Mom, this long distance relationship is working out great. We talk every night and she has been so supportive ..."
When you were learning to walk, you would reach for my suppott,
to steady your imbalance,
to calm your nerves.
.« ... So I was thinkin' about askin' her, well you know, Mom. But I'm sana nervous, ya know what I'm sayin'?
I mean, I don't know what she'll say.
Sowhat do you think, Mom?"
You reach up for my hand before we cross the busy street together.
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Iwas a kitten
being torn
yanked unready
from my
mother's womb
the alarm didn't
wake me but
kept going on
and on about the
same thing and
would not shut
up until I
realized what it
was saying and
that it just
wanted me to
turn it off my
eyes were pried
open not fully
developed like
the eager
unaware child
pries open the
lids of the hahy
kitten and the
liquid oozes out
no liquid was
left inmy tinted
hloodshot red
dry eyes scraping
over their dull
surface in the
dark my arms
were numb from
the nerve
damage kittens
get from being
pulled out before
they are ready I
got up alone and
after the alarm
was off removed
the plugs from
my ears and
went to lunch.
A treeful of cicadas serenaded
me asIsat on my back porch
last night, watching the wind
play tag in the leaves.
You're it. You're it.
The vibrating, pulsating song
crescendoed like a heartbeat
quickened after a breathless
chase through the woods.
Faster. Faster.
Fall's fire alarm rang the end
of summer, of tag playing,
of sitting on the back porch
listening to the cicadas sing:
Fall's here. Fall's here.
Soon fall, too, will finish
and give way to winter's silence,
spring's cacophony, and
summer's cidadas.
Again. Again.
'7.alallrror .Magaa1ene Biesanz
Since last night I can't use my computer
Despite help from the nice troubleshooter,
For I'd typed page two-five,
Then lost my hard drive,
So I used my own foot to reboot her.
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Hot jams cold so clouds
hang low, like London nights
on holiday inKansas.
In our headlight light,
nothing exists. The world steals
away-hides in mist.
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The Cafe Terrace on the Place du Forum, Arles, at Night (September 1888)
As the time comes to say goodbye
to this place, I notice again
the bells pumping hours across the green,
a couple lingering in the blush of a streetlamp,
the artwork in the out-of-the-way
like a painting hung in a basement stairwell.
And I almost understand why Van Gogh
would place a wall of canvas between himself
and the night, would lose himself
in the umber and cream of ArIes couples
sipping cognac and mocha, lose himself
in the ebb of lamplight from terrace citron
to pink violet cobblestone. How else,
in the end, does one say farewell to the moment
and keep it, give daisies back to the sky?
How quick the light flies from the lantern
to become horse, carriage, shadow, apparition.
How quick the drink cools on the table.
Because he stepped back
with oil paints and an easel,
the waiter still sings orders to the kitchen,
the horse still snorts the coffee-dark air,
though the eyes that first blossomed the scene
have closed as sunflowers close,
though the hands that first held this light
in layers of night blue and green have withered,
though neither he nor we will ever touch
the Place du Forum where he has placed it.
See how this reaching lasts forever.
See how the stars never touch,
though they burn and burn.
See how the time has always come
to say goodbye.
JooliW} nut'Sarili rayror
My mother always brought the outdoors
indoors, enlivening the drab kitchen
with a pot of crawling ivy,
a stem of winking daisies,
or a cluster of flaming leaves.
She stood at the sink, ostensibly
washing the supper dishes,
while her gaze lingered more
on the blossoming apple tree
outside the burnt orange curtains
than on the leftover pot roast
gripping the plates with its grease
in the cooling waters below her.
The pear-eolored oven,
a pot-bellied memento of the past,
still smoldered, filling the small
room with a sweltering heat relieved
only by the sporadic breeze
that pushed its way past the curtains
to ruffle my mother's wet curls.
She sighed. Her petunias were opening
pink faces, and the rhubarb
was ripening-the green fans had spread
their shade over the blushing stalks-
and those quiet violets that only dared
grow in the back woodlot
should be peeking their heads up
modestly, whispering among themselves
as the evening calm hushed
the din of the day like a mother
lullabying her baby before bed.
She forced her eyes back down
to the grease, suds, and dishes,
picked up the frayed rag
and began scrubbing methodically.
So intent on the effort, she didn't
hear the light footsteps behind her
or notice Grandmother's slight frame
gently glide into the kitchen.
Then a soft tap on her shoulder
took her breath and made her tum.
Wrinkled hands smoothed
sweat-moistened hair and took
the rag from her grip. My mother
leaned down, kissed the bent fingers
and ran outside.
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She is on her way out and the nurses know this
The radio is tuned away from Mozart's musical math-
Her room, like the rest, contains sparse remnants of her life:
A picture frame, afghan, needlepoint, knick-knacks
along with the tall aluminum hospital bed.
~ They leave the wide door gaping
~ and as a habit when she is awake
~ wheel her in front of the television
~ to wobble her hands with the others.
The precise figures penciled on graph paper
bound in her old leather engineer's ledger
used to match the sharp blue grid of her mind.
But ledger and mind have gone soggy and warped.
In the dump, pages melt, bleed among waste-
match again her gridwork brain, stroked to oatmeal.
~ncon:Wi9(ouj
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The paper muck in the land-fill rain
obscures her travel slides-
labeled, dated, numbered, once remembered
morning coffee stops, her paned lips classify
Hey, this isDenmark, this Germany, this Sweden-
she is a smile among an ascending row boarding the plane
waving her hands with the other fresh floral prints.
In
A crowd
I am suddenly
A stranger to Myself.
Incognito-in a fog,
Knock-kneed, I tiptoe
Through the mob to
Plot a merger with my ally:
The bronze-footed bonsai-
My cornered paradigm.
Her husk, hunched by a crisp bouquet, stares through
eyes of blank film below her brow-
a liver-spot of the British isles
labels the jumbled gray within.
Where a roaming clot has conquered
and squashed the music, miles, figures, faces
into one anarchic amalgam, sounding-
Hey,-once an expression of joy for order
her gaping lips try the same,
but only speak a silent slaver stream
about the pulpy chaos, which remains.
My con complete,
In self-sought seclusion
I wait
For a friend to come along
While vexing voices
In my head
Whine about this utter want
Of proper pany etiquette.
The bonsai listens-Ida not
I've heard it all before.
I
Am Van Gogh;
Iseek a Muse in fields of gaudery-
A Sunflower:
Solitary, sun seeking, and
Remote.
My wandering eye alights
OnYou
Across the room: wistful
Wallflower to Van Gogh,
You watch the world
waft by
Leaving
Us behind.
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We called her "Redbeard" behind her back. Well, she deserved it, in a way. What 35-year·old woman, in her right mind, would ever be seen
in public with no less than six ruby-red curlicued chin hairs traipsing about her gargantuan chin? And then there were the glasses. Rose-tinted
beams, with faux gold rims that twisted on the sides just like the ones your great-aunt Mabel who owned the Three Pines Motel in Woonsocket,
South Dakota used to wear. They clashed marvelously with not only the six chin hairs but her inconsistently-dyed, under-washed, and grease+
licious dishwater strawberry-blondish hair. You probably could have given your car an oil change after filtering out this hair.
As for wardrobe, we customarily saw her in the yellow, purple, black, and green striped Subway Assistant Manager's shirt. Once, she showed
up at the store on a Saturday when I was working. Then we saw the real substance of her clothes collection. She "covered" her cellulite-riddled,
polymorphous mid-section with a tee shirt I might have fit into when I was eight. The from brandished a portrait complete with two skeletons
in mid-copulatory position and an inscription reading, "Love never dies." Easily visible was her pasty white flesh poking out from the top of her
jeans where the too-short tee had ended. Much to my horror, she proceeded to prance right on through the swinging doors and into the food
preparation area, not seeming to notice the disgusted whispers transmitting through the line of customers. I think two or three of them left.
Anywho, it was fitting that her name was Cyn (yes,pronounced sin). Allegedly that was short for Cyndi, but we all knew that Cyn was her God-
given name. She was hired shortly after me, when I was 14years old. I was a bit scared by her at first-by her B.O. that was so bad you could taste
it, by the narratives of her carnie days, and mostly by the talent she possessed for somehow charming the pants off of any man that came her way.
But eventually, I understood her for what she was, and realized not to take her too seriously.
Her family said she was a compulsive liar, though her real life antics rivaled any tall tale told by the best stand-up comedian. You never knew
quite how much to believe. For example, she told us she had been married three times. In reality it was eight. She told us that she had "done" every
guy on the Sioux Falls police force. In reality, it was probably twenty.
The saga of her love life topped the scandalousness of the sleaziest of Harlequin romances. She was what you could call a "player," securing
during her "single" days a different bed partner every night, despite the skankiness she was drenched in from head to toe. She claimed the men loved
her body. Funny, I think her guys were trying to make up for their own lack of testosterone when they hooked up with her. Most of them were
puny, the size of the kind of guys I ogled over at the time-cprepubescenr ninth graders whose skinny jeans were still baggy on them and who at
the most carried maybe 120pounds on their petite frames. Compare that to the buxom Cyn, 5' 9" and all of243 pounds.
So, for reasons beyond me, she had hordes of men twisted in a gnarly solenoid right around her chubby pinkie. All right, maybe there was
something I just couldn't see. In any case, she got remarried every year I knew her. The first year, this occurrence seemed unremarkable, as I didn't
know her history. Then that true love was raked over barnacles, torn to shreds, and replaced with another equallyweasely little carnival rugrat.
Shewanted me to play my trumpet at that wedding, to make it a little more "traditional," but luckily I was scheduled to work that day. Two girls
from work did go. Of course the festivity was held at the Tripp County Fairgrounds. She had "connections," you see, so they had all the carnival
ganles set up for their reception. After being united in holy matrimony by a minister officiating under the authority of a decidedly renegade
denomination, she and her new hubby, Rich, in true carnie style, rode around the Ferris wheel five times.
Well, that union lasted about three months before Cyn fell wildly in love with Rich's best friend, a hunk by the name of Daryl Duplex. Rich,
inebriated with jealousy, attempted retaliation at Cyn, even going so far as to run her off the road while she was driving down 1-29. It was only
after he caused monetary damage to her car that she secured a restraining order against him. This posed a quite perplexing predicament, considering
Rich still lived in the basement of the garbage-laden house Cyn shared with her two teenage children, her mother, and her diabetic grandfather who,
every time I encountered, smelled like a strange mix ofWalgreens brand musky geezer cologne and the classic church nursery smell (it had to stem
from whatever he was wearing to fend off his incontinence).
Then there were the poor men that didn't want anything to do with a "he-bag" like Cyn, but just happened cross her tornadic path at the wrong
time. For example, there was the young representative of corporate America, driving his iridescent blue1997 Honda Civic to work at approxi-
mately the same time that she was in a frenzy to make it to Subway. She was already 15minutes late to work. Figuring she could shave a huge 30
seconds off of her late time, Cyn decided to change her shirt to Subway attire in the car. The combination of Cyn taking her shirt off while sitting
at a stop sign leading onto a busy intersection with the fact that she was definitely bra-less (let's also JUStsay that Cyn's rack is "stacked," not to
mention the bulbous fat roll adorning her abdomen) led this poor man to drive straight into the sign for Big "0" Tires.
Cyn summed the accident up with an air of pomposity, "He was checking me out."
Right.
She was cited for being the cause of an accident, but said that she got out of a ticket, again using this as an opportunity to refer to the fact that
she had "done" practically every unmarried cop in the city of Sioux Falls. Evidently, the young man investigating the accident was one ofrhe
bunch.
Though she is the kind of walking S.T.D. that parents have horrific nightmares about, they still sent us to work. Inaway, Cyn was the perfect
adult to have around. When the owners of the store were out of town, we would make Subway pizza using all the raw materials for subs to make
Our own creation. And she regularly joined in the version of sniper shooting we played with the Purple Tiger Germ Blaster Antiseptic after closing
time.
Cyn was a good example. With the same charm she used to lure the reported thousands of unassuming men to shack up with her, she
schmoozed the customers, all the while racking up enormous extra sales due to her suggestive selling. We learned the fine craft of showing the
Customer that they are "always right." At least it pleased the owner of the store, who was reporting record sales during those fiscal years.
Upon going to college, I quit my job at Subway, capping off four interesting years of service. Occasionally, I will stop in to shoot the schisz
with Cyn, usually bringing in tow one of my many curious friends. Nobody actually believes my stories about her, and seriously, the stories don't
do her justice. The last time I stopped in she told me of how she was thinking about quitting Subway with the pipe dream of opening up her own
teriaki shop and of the unicorn scene tatoo-in-progress being embroidered onto her left cheek (that is, butt cheek). She never changes.
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� ForBecca
~
~
~
She didn't know the girl well, my sister,
whose long, slim fingers coax
melodies like angels from piano, guitar,
cello. The girl, who my sister did not know well
lived down the hall but my sister's
room is next door to the bathroom, she heard
the whole thing and went for help. But the girl,
throwing up, hunched over the porcelain bowl,
said she had the flu. And everybody went away,
on with their lives.
My sister didn't know the girl well, the girl who
bled to death on the bathroom floor, a baby-
lost -that makes two lives. They said hello
in the hallway, but never more than hello.
The whole world cried that day but my sister
sat in her room, bent over the electric keyboard
that was a present last Christmas.
Each keystroke a confession of something
that could not be helped, picturing the
girl she didn't know well giving birth
on the bathroom floor, and thinking that to
know well is to know better.
'?oreifjn 1)Jar '7auA
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Grasshoppers, these foreign toys migrating,
Locusts at my house, uninvited immigrants,
Spring in haphazard escape
Trying to flee as my foot comes down like the LN.S.
Crickets warn: not-here-not -here-not-here-not -here,
So they jump in] apanimation.
I see their factory-made spare-parts crumpled and popped
In the road like discarded wind-up toys,
Never in want of winding.
They chew and narrow long broad leaves to pencil stems,
Leave them sticking staked to their roots,
Serrated like cheap steak knives.
They always come with the crickets in the dry dust,
All that grows is their foe
In blind, swarming war.
From behind I pinch them by their legs.
They start winding, and then self-destruct -ceject a leg
To save the other, and replicate.
They sprong
In random spasm
Like Chinese fire-crackers.
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She held caution
in her hands
like confetti,
the might-have-beens
of her yesterdays,
themay-bes
of her tomorrows,
like so many specks
of multi-color.
When hard-times blew
sting into her eyes,
when chance
gusted her hair
into a tangle,
her nails drew blood
from her palms,
lest one fleck
be lost in the swirl.
Balled hands
protected in
her pockets,
she tried
to keep it
all together
but wondered
someumes
how it would feel
to offer her palms
to the air,
fingertips stretching
sunward,
letting loose
a rainbow
behind her.
=
Horns scream and growl
Dripping with sex
From a protestant lectern
Under a ceremonial pipe organ
I sit inproperly lined pews
Slouched in the comfort
Of tawdry sounds
Brass groans
Into the small of my back
As focus shifts to the jazz vibrations
Reverberating through virtuous thighs
Drums strike
Garish brass harmony
Wrenches attention
catching breath
With delectable electricity
Wantonness rings out in dissonance
As trumpets cry for new sanctuary,
Finding truth in flesh,
Arguing with Augustine.
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Magdalene mesanz
~ On the eve of Thanksgiving my brother, my parents, and I
~ arrived at Grandma's, emerging from the cocoon
~ of a four hour ride and stumbling our way to the kitchen.
r:::'\. -- We were welcomed with hugs that bumped into each other,
~ and hellos from the voices that cracked just a little,
voices of cousins, aunts, uncles, that kept quiet enough
not to fill the new silence of where Grandma used to sit
and laugh, and beckon in. Her place now marked
only by the shells of red, brown, and blue winter jackets.
My brother came in the door last, and softer
than we knew his seventeen-year-old body to be.
The cocky smirk of his face was fallen into apology
as he lifted with one hand a torn paper handle.
OUf eyes followed down, down to the brown bag
it belonged to; we moved closer to peer in.
There, in the dark, the earthenware pot
broken, spilling the golden squash it carried,
letting it ooze through jagged pieces.
We stood in a jumbled huddle, looking in
as if staring hard enough,long enough
would bring the pieces together again, gather
squash and bowl all back to the way if was before.
And the loudest thing was the empty space
between the ticks of the clock over Grandma's chair.
But, with a wavering ahem Aunt Nan cleared her throat
and said, "Well then, I must taste this squash,
it's too delicious to just leave. Hand me a spoon."
Unfrozen, Uncle Phil, my father, and I
moved at once at her command, bumping
on our way to the drawer, apologizing,
passing the spoon hand to hand to Nan.
She took it, bent, reached in to the bag, scooped,
then raised a golden spoonful to her mouth.
She mmmmmed and smiled, "Wonderful,"
and suddenly we remembered how to laugh
in a way that poured through the kitchen
and filled it up. Uncle Phil ran to get spoons
for every one of us in gathered in that full circle,
to eat heaping spoonfuls of autumn orange squash
scooped from the belly of a broken pot.
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There is a fine line between
Eccentric and obscene.
Your style is not fine
And neither is the line.
You are the back window of a gypsy's nova-
Furry stripes protruding round your collar,
troll fuzz capping your sleeves,
like shrapnel from a stuffed animal explosion,
Plastered in pins and patches that say
"§a,,1I' a1bl<'{,,,Ill,,." and such things.
Well someone should stop you
ANDyourglitter,"~ "flE'Y~","
"Hot to Trot," "Rock Star," "Diva,"
That Union Jack patch is from the mall,
The quippy pins were bought in bulk.
I want to bumper sticker your butt with GAP ads
and dress you down off your misguided high horse.
For the buzz you hope to be
in the wake ofyaur bumbling ensemble
is not "NOmHD!lJm:tlf(Ql~"-
Self-proclaimed "hlllllk::"
Recognize the line of authenticity.
/heliJptt 0/ Wintersara l\SP
Under the moonlit streetlight
cicadas sing the loudest,
in voices that remember the warmth of summer.
Come soft steps, padded feet, and for a moment
the chatter ceases, but begins again.
Conversation flows
with the ease of the wind
rustling the leaves.
Crickets gather
in the shadows
complaining to one another
about the nights
turning cold
or the workload
or getting old.
The light calls each sound by name
it welcomes in autumn friends;
croak, chirp, and whistle blend together,
a holy choir.
For soon will fall winter
where the snow stays silent
where the cold is no company at all.
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I.
Old Rip lived in the cornerstone of the Easterland County Courthouse for 31 years. No food. No water. That's what they say. He's aWest
Texas legend-Rip the horned toad-a hero of the desert.
In West Texas, the wind swoops down to pick up the red earthen floor. Ir carries it about and colors terra cotta skies. In a sand storm, the earth
improvises, countering the sky. It rises up. Swirls. Flies. Refuses to be pat down, and compacted like a rogue cowlick of hair. The fine grit of
the sand will settle on your cheeks. Stick to your smiling teeth. Work its way between your toes.
The sky is empty most days. The fields are empty most years. Cotton takes once in a while, but a blooming crop is a distant memory. It is all
earth: all browns and yellows and orange. Plants break underfoot. Leaves crumble in hand, abandoned to nourishment. Their veins are petrified,
their flesh crisp.
II.
Up north, in Iowa, it rains. It pours. It soaks the soiL Itmakes puddles. Fills quarries. And raises lakes. The path to my lake is shaded in lush
leaves-leaves that bleed green in my hands-leaves that I want to drink. Grass bends underfoot, crafting passing beds for deer. Its pliable flesh
is ripe for wrapping around fingers or weaving into daisy chains-a picnicker's handiwork. Algae abounds. Fish nibble at naked toes. Leeches long
for legs. Swimmers fear diving loons. Late in November, the last green has gone, but leaves its lifeblood behind in sheets and blankets of frost.
The lake makes an icy lid. Twigs dress themselves in a clear coat-water perpetually waiting to bless us again.
ill.
These Kansan high plains were once under water. People are living on an ocean's bottom. There are sharks teeth, clams, and mosasaurs people
say, hidden beneath our feet. They are woven in the cracks of soil, beneath our farms and highways. Beneath our dust lie vestiges of aquatic
existence. Abandoned. Our roots cannot grow deep enough.
N.
A horned toad darts by my boots, searching for red ants. We're fixing the windmill, trying to draw up a bit of relief for this God-forsaken land.
The blades are stopped. The sucker rod halted from irs pumping. We've been laboring a good two hours in the West Texas sun, working over sand,
soil, and patchy straw. Sweat drips from every pore, and quickly mats in the tiny particle passengers of the breeze. At last, we relinquish our tools,
give motion to the rod, and set the blades free. We remain standing within the windmill's cage. Waiting. Only hearing the rusty squeak of the
blades catching up to the wind. Then water. Gold. Spilling-splashing over the pumping rod, wetting our bronzed faces, streaking cheeks with
trails of wandering drops. I open my mouth wide, tasting of this treasure. No filters. No faucets. I am a baby bird, looking up, receiving.
This is our gift, hidden beneath a crust of forgotten fields, not flown in by angels on marshmallow clouds. It's been tucked under our shuffling
feet, flowing below our upward eyes. Just out of sight, but just within reach, it now baptizes from above.
4~~derWell
Adorned in white, I come to take my place-
So thankful to have found your favor.
I stand on petals white and feel the grace
Of God who granted first to me my Savior
And now this life of yours that will be mine.
I seek to be your lover and your friend-,
To be one branch together on the vine-
And give you all I am until the end.
With my life I give my hand to hold your
Hand to my heart-and breathe the scent only
Your breath creates. To honor and adore
My love. So kiss your bride and see it holy.
In favor of God today we join as One.
This chord of three will never be undone.
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-She did not expect to find
Lady Liberty's torch unsettling,
its flames nearly bumping the clouds.
InDenmark, with six siblings underfoot
while she peeled potatoes,
she had dreamed of skies across
the Atlantic too spacious to be touched
even by the stretch of freedom's fires.
Only seventeen, it was as if the tide
pulled her to Brooklyn, alone. Each day
she delivered laundry on swarming streets.
At night, she'd pick places on the map
withoutlooking. Once, her finger
found Cedar Counry, and she fell in love
with the names of its towns.
Randolph, Coleridge, Belden, Laurel.
Consonants that rolled as gently as hills,
vowels as comfortable as a plain cotton
work dress. She pronounced them
through May and June and July,
and drank their promise while she
put bread money aside for train fare.
She went west in a late-summer rain.
The windmills in their sea of grass
were shrunken beneath the magnitude
of thunderclouds, the town tiny
below the sky. There she found
one to wed who knew words
long familiar to her own tongue. But
she sang her children a prairie lullaby.
She taught her daughter things foreign
to herself. She taught her to bake
cornbread
in a Franklin stove, the names
of flowers growing wild in the pasture.
And little of Ellis Island.
At night the Nebraska sunset grew
black in her kitchen window,
land and sky expanding into cosmic
dark.
It would be three generations
before another would spend restless
nights drawing her fingers softly over
a faded map, wrapping her mouth
around strange
names, walking into the wind and
wondering
whether the sea sings the same song
as cottonwoods in August.
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I can tell by your photo that army life isn't that bad.
You could always make friends so easy, I can see that even in a war it's not different.
I was comforted again last night as I looked at your
grinning face, surrounded by new friends. Men probably just like you,
with wives that are still here.
I laid the picture on your pillow, a little piece of you near me.
OUf bed is cold without you, even though my covers stay on
all night now with you not there stealing them.
The coffee pot is suddenly making too much, I pour the
rest down the drain. Who pours your coffee? What do you drink out of?
Your mug is still on the counter where you left it.
Is there someone to take the other half of the newspaper,
every section but the sports?
And however do your shirts stay pressed, your collar
without a wrinkle?
Why is it that I only notice the missing, the things left here when you aren't.
My toothbrush is lonely without yours. ~
My dresses miss those button-ups. U
Neckties empty and hanging with no neck to fill them. ar
"Rage, rage against the dying of the light. " Dylan Thomas
I went to the symphony last night,
hiding away in a back row behind the people
coming to be seen and not to hear.
And this young man walked out onto the stage,
Asian, probably from China or Korea-one of those
places where they make kids practice hour after hour
so that they play Mozart before their voices crack
or they get facial hair. He bowed jerkily,
like a worn out merry-go-round pony that gets
tired of running the same circle over and over,
never going anywhere, never seeing anything but crowds
of nameless, faceless people wanting only to be amused.
He sat down on the bench in front
of the Steinway grand that took up half the stage,
his fingers poised over the keys, tips down,
like a dive-bomber ready to explode out of the sky.
The downbeat, then, a fury of sixteenth notes
and trills and runs and chords and crescendos
combining together in an overdose of passion,
an insane intensity that I knew couldn't last, couldn't exist
for more than a few, brief, glorious moments of brilliance.
I watched him, seeing his life pour out
into his fingers, rebelling against anything that desired
to slow him down, hold him back, cut him off.
Playing against and not for. One final burst
Of climatic chaos and it was finished.
The placid audience prosaically applauded,
knowing their place in the dance of niceties.
And I saw him slump down on the bench, dimmed.
He stood up, did his merry-go-round bow, and retreated
To the world off-stage, out of the light.
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The poems, the stories,
A portfolio
And treatise
Bend their pages and crumple and strain
To plane and smooth a stretch and space in time
For their inevitable birth. The sheets take flight
And against all laws, clear out the stereo, roommates
And bright distractions from the writing cell.
The hard-edged words on the page push, and thump
And goad the writer into his chair.
Rustling, a novel screeches the table loudly over the dry floor
Umil it oafs into the writer's stomach.
A hefty ream flips the black typewriter open, then extends
The writer's startled fingers to the already popping keys.
Then the paragraphs in stacks and sheaves
Watch themselves emerge again,
Though this time in sharp, fioal pulp.
The originals see themselves inmirrored fullness, then gasp,
Shocked-as a time traveler does
When he comes upon himself, a wiser man in the future.
The writer sits back and cracks his joints, congrats to me, he says.
But hearing this, the tattered drafts, leafy and scrolled from exertion,
Topple him backward to collapse, a now empty vessel,
And end his necessary hassle.
He is a used sack draped over the rim
Of the waste-paper-basket, just twitching, rumpled skin.
The reborn stacks-fresh, bound, passive-are content as clones and do not wonder
How they were begat, from the ambitious drafts that once conquered the causal loop.
They stand brightly on the shelves,
Wairing for a reader to happen by.
Birth 01 a Oat~lft~~tji6tKeIeee 1'\J.Voss
In the pastures of Krebb's cattle ranch,
Treasures lie buried-deep and shallow.
Long time ago this was all ocean,
Says the man who is all leather and dust and denim.
We are walking along on its bottom,
And I wonder where all the water went,
Drained into the webbing soil cracks perhaps-
Straining the dinosaurs out about the floor.
They lie in chalky beds, waiting for me-
Hunter, prospector of the high plains,
Looking for proof and prairie gold
With ball pen hammer and painting brush
Clacking in my galvanized tote.
Water's stratum cast in the bank ahead
Tells time-like the rings of a tree-and
With chalky hands I follow the lines and find
Traces of an ancient sea's season.
I break free and weave between yucca stems,
Looking down all around, always
Down to dust, picking up plenty
That looks petrified or preserved to fill
My pail brimming and I have a clam hinge,
Bits of limestone and sand stone
And deer heart crustacean shells,
A shark's tooth and the elusive
White encrusted sea snail cow patty.
I bring in my catch, empty the pail,
Scattering the sea things once again in dust,
And run back to the pasture for more,
To my ocean Easter basket,
Stretching out upon fossil beds for good.
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� And after dinner there was dancing, as there usually is.s: And good 01' Bill showed me the steps......,
~ of all the dances from the old days:
~
.::
\:)...........,
s:.:
~
- All Jev.prneeded to know) J learned ~om IJl~Coltnj
JeannIne Lovas
Billy Collins came over for dinner last Friday night.
Sure, some girls had dates, but I had the Poet Laureate-
what's better than that?
the jitterbug, the fox trot, and the elephant sway,
(that one I think he made up just to see
if I would do it, and I did.)
He in a tuxedo and I in a gown, we twirled around the ballroom
that had become a page-and our shoes
with ink pads fastened to them.
"No worries," he said,
and we kept on dancing-him showing me
where to pause, where to stop, and where to push on through.
And when to call our dance something else,
like a leather bound book, a soaring balloon,
or a juicy watermelon (be careful not to trip on the seeds).
We whisked, we turned, pivoted and stopped,
cheeks pink from exertion and breath running
away from us.
''Well,'' I panted, "that sure was educational."
But William, sweet William, bowed, took my hand,
and kissed it, saying, "But my dear, the point is to have fun."
'7,.I:I/JUj to.-J4!ritethe mijjing- chapter
Me-ussa 1agg
I sought to fall in love along my way
To the Library. But you were not around.
So I sit among books, wondering about the day
When our story will open, when I'll hear the sound
Of your voice, and I'll know without a doubt
That you were meant to be this journey's find,
When just a turn of page can bring a silent heart to shout,
"There he is." But you were not along the line
Between my apartment and the library.
Blast it, I was so sure this was the night, the place.
I read, I write, I wait, time ticks while you tarry
And tempt me with guesswork visions of your face.
I finally shrug and it seems the best I can do
Is write a sonnet about the absence of you.
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The letter I receive in the mail is printed
by a shaky hand and signed "Grandma Grace."
I smile at the picture that falls from the envelope.
Grey hair is recently permed,
and a new lavender sweater drapes bony shoulders.
The golden locket curls around awhite turtleneck
and hangs down-keeping her lost lover close to her heart.
Grandma Grace has a thin-lipped smile-
like a shy child awaiting her first school picture
Sitting alone
on a stool, tilting her head
and smiling for the man snapping young fingers
and talking about "cheese."
I remember where my own school picture sat
on top of the organ in the old, brown house that Grandpa built.
I would sit in the tan swivel chair and listen to
Grandma play hymns with hands assoft
as the flour she used to bake her famous buns.
That's how !learned" Amazing Grace" -and she was amazing.
Eight children, forty-four grandchildren,
at least asmany great-grandchildren,
sixty years of faithfulness to grandpa who
died five years ago-and she is still faithful.
I hang her photo next to mine.
My smile, large and white, looks foolish
next to the peaceful wisdom of her thin lips.
How often had those lips bent up-
Or down?
How many tears have run the rivers of wrinkles?
Was she ever my age-
this woman of almost a century?
Did she read books?
Write poetry?
Have slumber parties?
From school girl to wife to motherto grandmother-to widow-
School, wedding, and family pictures-and now this picture
that she sends me from her small, white room
shared with awoman named "Ruth."
So I sit and write in big, bubbly letters
and send her awedding picture of my own.
and I know just where she will hang it-
above her rocking chair in her white room
on a board filledwith foolish smiles.
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The dog looked like taxidermy most nights-
Standing sentinel with his four
White Bull Terrier feet anchored in linoleum.
He was part of the kitchen.
~ Decor more like, as he lacked practicality.
~ And serious kitchens with avocado ovens and gold-flaked countertops
~ Rarely make exceptions for dog-displays.
~ They did, though: mother, father sister, and brother.
~ They stepped around him,
•~ They stepped over him,i As he stood just below the sink-
~ He was a hub of the hub-bub in that kitchen,
~ And he stood for hours
Waiting in faith,
~ Not a nose from the cabinet door.
~ They would stop each time they passed
~ And pat his head
~ Saying, "You're a good dog, Fred."
~
<::l Fred was magnetized to the milk bones
Which were stored
Just a cabinet door beyond his nose.
After a school day supper,
They would scatter to their business.
Father might scrub the stroganoff pan
And have to straddle the pup to reach the sink,
Yet the dog does not budge.
Mother might bring in the typewriter
And set it next to him on the counter.
He knows the sound of science test
On typing ribbons and remains still.
Brother might sit next to him on the floor
Calculating Boy Scout badges
And though brother is his favorite,
He will not turn his eyes in gratitude for the belly rub.
Sister might spin in because linoleum is best for pirouettes
And Fred on hind legs is about the right height.
He wants not to hurt her feelings,
But cannot for a moment be distracted from his charge.
He waits with the patience of Abraham
For what he's got coming, cause
He's their constant in the kitchen-
Abiding attribute, enduring and endearing,
Their great uniting taxidermic dog.
And oh what faith he has
Inthose who pat him on the head.
He knows they'll reward his doggedness
Before they go to bed.
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large lifeless forms
waiting to be animated
giant paper rnache masks,
massive robes,
a face to be worn
The oversized, unnatural expressions
stare
through gaudily colored eyes.
Frozen, plastic features
with painted, peculiar mouths
peer out the window,
hoping forthe body who will
put on the backpack
frame and carry them outside
into the crowd of
people-the crowd that will
love them for being
grotesque and disproportionate.
The bodies that lovingly carry the
misshapen puppet
into the throngs
free the fantastic forms from their
unloved solitude
and, in turn, find freedom.
Faces hidden under folds of fabric,
the bearers observe
how folks interact with
this peculiar version of
themselves-
the version locked away
in the keeping of the puppets.
Seven weekends a year
the fashioned characters
are taken out of their tower
an hour at a time
for periods of attention and play,
until the bodies underneath
are tired and sweaty
from bearing the burden
of a second face.
And when the season isover,
the oversized robes are
stripped and stored,
and the paper mache
Quasimodos
are left with their backpack
bones exposed,
locked in their tower,
staring out the window
at the emptiness
of repetitive, predictable life,
waiting for their next chance
to revel
inpeculiarity.
c.:Amanda GorGon
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~ farGrandmaandGrandpa
~
~
~
When it was time to go
Grandpa said Uff-da again
and undid the top button of his pants.
It made us kids giggle
but Grandma hit him on the arm,
When Grandma and Grandpa came to visit
we went to the Sons of Norway Buffet
afrerchurch.
Grandpa rubbed his belly,
slapped Dad's back,
and said Uff-da
even before we got inside.
Honescly Grandpa
ya rink dis is cia
kjakkenrabell
where we got no company
The line stretched on for miles
and miles and miles.
I stared into big butts,
Grandpa would pat my head,
Grandpa just smiled and winked across the table,
Igot me ciaprettiest
sweetest young kane
pretty as da day
we get married
De er akkurat den
en sat engel
Ya shur yabetchya
you got dose eyes frim
ya besrepappa now
dintcha ya
Then Grandma giggled too
and we all filed out past the
line that didn't really move.
The meatballs were always cold
and always called "Swedish"
which made me think of the red gummy fish
that Grandma kept in her purse
for when church got too squirmy
Grandpa patted me on the head
and held Grandma's coat and said
Uff-da.
You eat up all dat der
rommegrat so you grow to be
sterk Iiren pike
vakker pike like
yer besremamma
Grandpa held Grandma's hand.
They went back for seconds at the same time
so Grandma could tell him to
be sparse with the butter and
one helping of Lutefisk is enough.
Grandpa just smiled,
Ya shur Igot meda
prittiest brud
as temmelig sam
the day I married her
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A state and a childhood away, the daughter
lays aside her textbooks and reaches towards
the radio. Dance beats, country twangs
and sports updates buzz by and time
slows and rests comfortably in the warmth
oflanguidapplause and laughter.
She settles back and lets the soothing
tradition wash over her, listening with
rwo selves. One, herself now; the other,
a girl, begging her mom to change the station.
She, hair ripening to silver and a
map of blue-veins on her hands,
hands less steady than this same
Saturday night a year ago, methodically
carries garden fresh green beans and
tuna casserole from the same oven that boiled,
baked, steamed, and even sometimes burned
the same Saturday evening meal in years past.
A state and parenthood away, National Public Radio
waits for the weekly ritual to fill the evening
kitchen with its comforting presence.
"It's been a quiet week in Lake Wobegon, my home town,"
As a metronome dicks, beats,
and holds a measure of music in line,
Garrison Keillor is her parents' timekeeper.
Weeks upon months upon years of Saturday nights
create in the resolute and timeless kitchen a
custom, as secure as the scuff marks in the faded linoleum.
Into this kitchen where two have now
made their lives, the echoes of a child's
footsteps burst upon the solitude.
Oh, mom, do 'Wehave to listen to this?
But the lines on her face wrinkle as she
smiles, for she knows that the timekeeper
and the laughing audience will remain.
Mirrored across the state, hands in two
homes come every Saturday to a radio.
A childhood tradition holds a
daughter's life steady in the quiet
weeks of her new hometown.
Husband and wife, their faces etched
now out of the same worn, lined wood
wait, tranquil, for the punch lines, the cues to laugh.
In the shadows across the table rests the
daughter's voided chair. Majestic and
proud in their decline a bouquet poses
of cornflower blue chicory, Black-eyed Susans,
Queen Anne's Lace, now dying and depositing
the perfume of blissful living from days of past glory.
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Returning from my walk
I see the first star step out onto the evening sky
and hear leaves rustling and falling gently on the ground.
My neighbor, Mary, is busy
pulling dead flowers from her plants.
"They make the good ones look bad," she explains.
Shriveled brown scraps fall to the ground
along with a few healthy, pink blossoms.
I tell her the flowers look great and turn to my door.
"Excuse me, dear," she calls me back.
"Has the music been too loud?"
I tell her I haven't noticed it.
"The pills don't help much anymore," she says,
"I have to turn up the music to block out the voices."
I conceal my surprise and tell her again that
I don't notice the music.
"It's at night mostly. I don't care much for the dark.
Too many noises, you know?"
I tell her I know and it's no problem-I don't mind the music.
I slip through the door and lock it.
The sun sets and I think of Mary's fear.
I open my shades and welcome the darkness.
An owl asks, "who?"
I imagine that Mary thinks he speaks to her
as eerie breaths tickle her ear through the screen-
whispering yesterday's sins.
Crickets surely demand her attention-
a thousand voices screaming commands.
A cursing meow joins the chaos
and the chirping goes on-
chirping, howling, meowing, calling-
And Mary is afraid of the dark.
I hear a window slam shut
and seeMary's light go on through the shade.
A pill bottle rattles
and I hear the music of Steppenwolf
inviting Mary on aMagic Carpet Ride.
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Poor boring blonde Barbie was
Never close to good enough.
Sure she'd talk and bend her arms
And use her pink Barbie stuff.
And sometimes she got married.
And other times she had kids.
But that was the sale extent
Of all that she ever did.
A nice, classy white headband
And a nice, classy green dress
If I did say so myself.
Then came the time to fix the rest
Of her horing Barbie life.
No more high society.
She needed some adventure,
Umil one day I prompted
A life-changing makeover.
With a pair of blue scissors
I cut her blonde head cover
To a stylish shoulder length.
Then found a bold red marker
And colored her blonde hair a
Some better variety.
So I made Ken get lost and
Tied him up under the bed.
Barbie did some hard sleuthing
And followed where the clues led.
In the closet, over shelves
'Til she finally found Ken
All tangled up in white string.
She freed him, waited, and then
Nice new shade of bright amber.
Then I slyly unclothed her
And threw the pink dress aside.
1searched for some green fabric
Which around her waist I tied
With a discovered white string.
Then I took another thread
Of the useful white string and
Tied it around her red head.
Skipper took aprompted plunge
Into a dresser drawer.
She was captive under socks
Until Barbie would find her.
Barbie hunted high and low,
Searching [or good evidence.
Finally she dived in the drawer
Displaying great valiance.
-
Bariio ei;»:
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Such ventures I played and played,
Games of scares and dares and spies
And great quests and adventures
And many a losing bad guy.
With pride and satisfaction
Deep inside of me I knew
I'd reformed poor boring Barbie
Into a cunning Nancy Drew.
<::tudie~
Amanda Haas
Unmoving and silent, the black and white
Text of Equianc' s slave narrative
Lies before her. Ankles loosely crossed
Beneath her chair, she jerks her head back,
Fighting the desire to embed her chin
In her sternum. Then hearing the soft rub of
Denim on denim, she tilts her head
Slightly to the right as his steps draw near
And then stop. A book bag slides off
His shoulders and falls ontO the carpeted floor;
He plops down with a heaviness
That confirms her guess that he is not a she.
Unzipping his bag, he takes out a sociology book,
And a spiral notebook, wearily sliding them
Forward to make room on the dimly lit desk
For his elbows. He begins to study-
She rereads page one forty two over and over
While trying to recognize his breathy sigh.
But the gray partition separating their desks
Keeps them strangers as both pretend
To ignore the other.
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Pictures become objects of scrutiny. I see my flaws, and judge.
Pictures become objects of scrutiny. I see my flaws, and judge.
She, the chameleon in my happiness, stares back.
She, the chameleon in my happiness, stares back.
Flaws in my happiness become chameleon.
I judge the objects, my pictures, see scrutiny. She stares back.
Mirrors are the same, necessary.
Mirrors are the same, necessary.
Craving assurance from the reflections, I analyze the other me.
Craving assurance from the reflections, I analyze the other me.
From the mirrors are other reflections. I, craving the
necessary assurance, analyze the same me.
Why do I look for truth outside me? What others see is where I search.
Why do I look for truth outside me? What others see is where I search.
Give me the answers I need to hear.
Give me the answers I need to hear.
Is truth what I see? Need? Outside me, I hear the
answers for why I do search. Others give me where to look.
Reflections are what I need, where I do see truth.
My happiness, from objects, is outside me.
The chameleon in the mirrors, she pictures flaws, answers
my craving for the necessary look.
In stares, scrutiny, I search back to see why others judge me,
analyze the same assurance I hear, give.
I become the other me.
Dietrik-1u~~f{&
Mushrooms are muffins
nature has baked from death;
kick them from the grassy tin.
Spoons from empty cups
stirred the last receding words
from the cooling chairs.
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jeannine Lovas
In order to write with perspective on a place-particularly a place as close to you as your own home-one must spend a significant amount of
time being both a part of, and apart from, that place. This is the biggest challenge of regional writers. This challenge becomes even greater when
your hometown subject matter is a small rural community, the kind where everybody knows everybody else, and everybody has an opinion on
everything.
Because it is almost an impossibility to see the forest when you have grown up in it and never left, many writers leave their communities for
a rime to get some kind of formal training as well as some perspective on where they come from. But when this happens, the community looks
upon this person as a traitor. "City slicker" is a name that comes to mind, and there will be those who think that you are now "too good" for their
small town, and they will resent you for it.
Others, however, may call you a success only because the city is associated with triumph, and rural towns are associated with failure and a kind
of slow death. The best responses will be from those who are sad to see you leave, bur say that they "always knew you'd go far."
But the real conflict begins when you decide to return to your hometown several years later with your formal training and exciting experiences
in tow. The folks back home will look at you strangely and ask, "What's wrong?" or "What brings you home?" It is the unfortunate stereotype that
only those people who have no other choice would stay in a small town, and this stereotype has invaded even the minds of the citizens of such a
community. H you were really talented, they believe, you'd have a job in New York, Chicago or Atlanta. Or at least Minneapolis.
But such a migration and return is absolutely essential if one is to write authoritatively and accurately about one's small hometown. If someone
were to write about the ins and outs of the rural Midwest while living in an uptown loft in New York City, their credibility for any respectable
reader-and certainly those back in the writer's hometown-goes down the tubes. When the small-town community becomes only a mere subject
matterfor the writer, then the town itself (and the entire Midwest) feels exploited-and for good reason.
However, if awriter returns home to live amongst her subject matter and becomes a pan of the world she writes about, then the community
isnot merely a two-dimensional thing off in the distance, it is her world as well.
Wendell Barry is perhaps one of the best examples of this. He grew up in Kentucky, attended an Ivy League university, and traveled extensively
in the United States and Europe. For 5-8years, he sought training and a perspective on the world before deciding ultimately that the place for him
was back home inKentucky. I suspect that he was not welcomed back with simply open arms, but was first questioned on his motives - What
brought him back hereafier all this time! Aruibepians to stay here[orgood! Whyon earth wouldhedo that!
People in rural communities are used to abandonment; in fact, they have come to expect it. More and more businesses fold each year, farms
go under, factories close and put hundreds out of work, banks go bankrupt and skip town. And all the promising high school graduates go off to
school at the state university three hours away and almost never come back, leaving only the high school drop-outs or unwed mothers, who will
be the next generation of waitresses and gas station attendants, behind.
The bias goes the other way, as well. Wallace Stegner wrote to his student Wendell Barry that it's hard to come into the literary world with
manure on your boots. There is a kind of superiority complex on either coast over the Midwest. The real artists hail from places like L.A. and New
York, not Hoople, North Dakota or Buttermilk, Kansas. And even if you are from a somewhat respectable place like Omaha or Des Moines, once
they hear what your subject matter is, they instantly label you as a "non-literary type." Any serious non-fiction writer writes books on historical
figures, the stock market, or other extensively researched topics, certainly not barns and windrows, lunchboxes and cowbells. Who would want
to read that? "City slickers" may pick up the stuff once in a while for reminiscence, but they will never consider it a valuable piece of literature.
And so the truth is, not many people are interested in reading about the goings-on of the local church bazaar or implement dealership, the history
of the Moldboard plow, or the year the drought was so bad no crops came up, but it is nevertheless a kind of history-one that is in danger of
dying-that must be recorded. It is important because it is the reality of a large portion of our country-of the entire world.
In a way, rural non-fiction may be the most truthful kind of writing because it is documenting the truest kinds of lives.
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Do you remember the first time?
It was an autumn afternoon JUSt like this.
We sat on a wooden bench just like this.
And you blushed j ust like you are right now.
~ We were silent for a time.
~ You, I'm sure, trying to compose yourself
~ after our romp through the leaves-
\:'.. - which your mother would not have liked-
~ And I rehearsing my lines,
with one hand in my coat pocket
fingering the treasure waiting there.
When the silence finally broke
I stammered and stumbled and
didn't say all the right words.
But you did.
As soon as you saw what had been burning a
hole in my pocket all day, you said yes.
And that was all I needed to hear.
The second time,
two daughters crowded you against a glass case,
and impropriety had you mortified.
What must have that man behind the counter been thinking?
Surely not of the drain I took apart earlier that mouth
searching for the ring missing from your finger.
Just to cool your flushing cheeks
I assured the jeweler we'd been married a good nine years.
He laughed and you blushed all the more.
Money was tight, but we found one to do the job-simple, sturdy,
able to handle dirt, dough, demands all these decades,
But its luster has fallen so short of yours-
yours whose gleam brightens with each
passing day.
Been saying it for years.
Someday when I have money
I'll buy her a beauciful one with a brighter sparkle,
one whose radiance can at least endeavor
to do her justice.
So here we are, third time around.
Another autumn afternoon, another wooden bench.
And there's something burning a hole inmy pocket again.
'7ie '7,'fHwl'iiel' .
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It used to be my uncle's
but 1 inherited it. it it it tat-it tat-it
chakka chakka puh-kack-it chakka pat
Now I use it-sometiroes-to write.
pock-pocka pat tick tat pock pit
To write so I can't go back and change things.
ding! zzzzzzzzerrup tick chakka tick takka tight.
Before I'm finished.
chakka chakka puh-kack-ir chakka pat.
And sometimes, it's all right.
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-My love, you look so beautiful
Pristinely dressed in white.
And I can't tell you how often
I've dreamed about this night.
I know what we're supposed to do,
I've known since I was len.
But I'm extremely nervous, I
Don't know how to begin.
I'm feeling rather ill at ease,
Quite soon I'll start to babble.
Perhaps we could just take it slow
And start by playing Scrabble.
Don't make that face, it's JUSt a thought
You 've got no cause to ogle.
That's not the only game I brought
I've got Upwords and Boggle.
A simple game of Poker is
A great way to relax.
Or else Go Fish, if you'd prefer
Or Rummy, or Blackjack.
I'm wid that Backgammon is fun
To help relieve the tension.
A rousing game of Checkers might
Help cure my apprehension.
My sweet, don't look at me like that,
You're ncr making this easy.
If Chess and Risk hold no appeal
Why don't we try Parcheesi>
Chutes and Ladders sounds like fun
Or Hungry, Hungry Hippo.
We could take a trip through Candyland
AndHighHoCherry-O.
My dear, don't fear, I promise we'll
Perform our marriage duties,
But till it's time, let's demonstrate
OUf love by playing Cooties.
What better way to start this night
Together, man and wife
Than by playing the appropriately
Titled game of Life
It's quite a lofty thing La bear,
This act of consummation.
In honor of the rings we wear
Ler's jusr play Operation.
Of course I knew what we'd engage
In when we said, "I do."
But Idon't think I'm ready yet,
Can't we just start with Clue?
re~ /Jat
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I wake and watch languidly with sleepy eyes
as drops on the window scatter sunrise
caught in dark lashes
white snowflakes blur in soft: clouds
then melt in a tear
raindrof6
earth in grey crumbles
releases tight fists and sighs
black with wet relief
I can't help that I'm nervous as
A star near paparazzi
Iswear it's not on purpose, so
Come on, we'll play some Yahtzee.
What's warranting this Outburst
On a subject so Taboo?
Don't tell me that it's Balderdash-
There's something bothering you.
Sweetie, don't go in the bathroom.
Honey, please don't lock the door.
Love, believe me when I tell you
That Inever wanted War.
CanI coax you out with Payday,
Pietionary or Password?
There's always Scattergories-
Honey. please don't be absurd.
It seems that 1'm in Trouble
And our night's inJeopardy.
Even Sorry isn't cutting it.
How 'bout Monopoly?
My pursuit isn't trivial,
Dear, please don't stay in there-
Well, I guess I'll wait out here for you,
And JUSt play Solitaire.
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North Dakota, my home, is a sparse land with few trees and few people and even fewer buildings. Except when you are in the middle of one
of the state's four large cities-Fargo, Grand Forks, Bismarck, or Minoc-cyou are able to see the horizon 360 degrees around you. The state itself
consists of 70,000 square miles ofland, but fewer than 650,000 people live there. That's only 9.2 people per square mile, but in actuality it's much
less because 90,000 of those 650,000 live in Fargo, the state's largest city. Out west, there are counties where cattle far outnumber people.
In the east, where I live, it is flat. The Red River Valley sits on what used to be a glaciallakebed, flattening the land and making it so that almost
no natural foliage exists there. To this day, you can count the number of trees you see as you travel along our straight highway roads, except those
planted deliberately aswindbreaks around farmsteads and fields susceptible to wind erosion.
In this sparse, flat, and un-cluttered land to which I belong, I see a world too jam-packed, too stressed, too busy for my writing or me. I come
home from my life in the world of academia excited to write about myself and the place I love. I am excited to write because writing, as it is to
most writers, is for me a kind of therapy and means of understanding myself and my world.
But I cannot do this when I go home. In my father's world of real-life details and tasks that need doing for the success of his farm and his
investment in the very bread his family will eat, my own romantic ideas of the farm and of writing about sunsets over wheat fields and big white
barns off in the distance seem silly, a waste of time. Who has time to write when, in late October, 2200 acres of corn and beans are still in the
field? The men have been harvesting 24 hours a day for the last two weeks to bring in the sugar beets, and a month before that it was a struggle
to get the combines through the wheat in the muddy, soupy fields of Fargo clay soil that have gonen too much moisture again this year. They're
tired, worn out, and crabby. And our role aswomen and as members of this family is to feed them, wash their clothes, help move machinery and
men from field to field, and run to Fargo when apan is needed-pronto. This empty land suddenly becomes too full for writing, or any other such
academic pursuits.
Writing as a career, or rather, as a way of life, is avery hard thing to justify nor only to my family, bur also to myself-a girl who was raised on
the Dakota plains. A girl who knows and appreciates all the hard labor that goes into producing what many have called "unwanted bread" for
America. I grew up surrounded with a practical sort of knowledge-the kind they would call street smarts in the city, but I lived among only gravel
roads. I knew inherently how to calm a mad dog or put out a fire. I instinctively watched the weather report and was constantly updated on how
much rain we'd gotten the night before. In early spring snowstorms, I saved many lambs from freezing after being born out in the cold. I learned
these things nor because they were taught to me, but simply because it was an inborn knowledge for us farm kids. I learned without classrooms
or books-although those were fun too-but the real stuff happened out in the world, in nature. Writing and everything else academic seemed
an accessory.
But as it turns out, a lot of people have justified a living on such an accessory. I've discovered a whole world where writing is not a waste of
time; it is a means of expressing, connecting, teaching, entertaining, and making sense of this world. There are people who live in cities-and even
some who live outside of them-who know about this world in which I am now living, the world of academia. A world that my parents never
knew and my brother resented. A world where books are read and ideas discussed, where new methods of doing things are welcome. Students
are challenged and respond to those challenges, hungry for more. A world where poetry is important, an has meaning, and renaissance literature
is worthy of intense study. Late night discussions and all night study sessions are preferred to early mornings. We work harder than we ever have
before, but gain weight and never break a sweat-this kind of work is intellectual.
It is a place where music, theatre, and literature are the norm. Art, however, is foreign to the farm. But if I can introduce such a thing-if I
can use my an as a way of understanding my home, then writing can be my purpose and means of bridging these two worlds. If I am to ever truly
connect who I am with where I come from, I must.
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"- The subject mauercftbis picture suggests that it was almost certainly
painted inDenmarkduring thoserrwnthswhen Gaugin madehispairqul
and /Uti/eattempt to live with his wife'sfamily in 0Jpenhagen. •
(Before hepaimed the vibrant women and villages o/Tahiti.)
"This is life," the artist thinks,
as he arranges the three limp pigeons and onions on the waxy wood table.
An empty basket sits motionless next to the unmoving flip-top stein,
which is orange clay and too big for drinking beer.
Behind this "We," sits the family, minus the men,
waiting in the front sitting room.
The artist tufts the paint around the bulbous onions' roundness,
then moves to the eager roundness in the children's heads.
He touches his brush to the three women
on the tops of their heads, lightly, but they still look down and fix their eyes
at a point in space with the same dull death as he paints in the pigeons' eyes.
The smaller child looks back to the artist,
unable to hide his curiosity beneath his onion-peel hair.
The other boy, brushed dark against the window light,
rocks on his heels, toes, heels as he looks out to the mist,
his head just as shiny-round as the first boy's blandness.
Behind the jumpy feet, the women continue to stare
at the wood-grain worn floor, seeing nothing new from the coarse surface,
where the artist layers paint over their vision.
Within this moment, the women are forced, in their still life,
to watch the ground as the boys would watch the desperate worm extend himself across
the sodden path, knowing that the sun will soon come
and shrivel the worm to a dried shadow stripe on the ground.
The women stare and sit and abide, within their coats,
waiting for their own bodies to dry to glossy stripes.
The children whine to leave the scene,
to go out and tread the worms in the dwindling fog,
to walk the narrow streets,
to sail away with the artist to warm waters,
but the women forbid it and tell them to stay still.
They say poetry must be pretty.
Girls must laugh while true souls ache.
I live for I may never live again.
I don't have time for ribbons and lace.
Give me an hour and I'll cry and laugh.
But at 4 o'clock I have other things to do than take tea.
I've been given a slate to write upon
And I will not fill it with pretty things.
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The tiny twigs were like black bars running across the cross-hairs of his scope. They wiggled uncomfortably .in his sight, tapping against the glass,
each tap magnified to a drumbeat in his ears. Every shift of the wet tree was suddenly audible, every buzz of an insect the sound of a chainsaw,
every bellow of the natives on the hunt like a rumble of thunder. His breathing sounded like an air compressor. He scanned the thick brush below,
the flopping ears of the ferns, the tall reads, the chocolate bar tree trunks shooting up out of the green. A bush waved its branches to get his
attention, and the scope leapt there. The painted man came out with a spear, ahuge popsiclewith a cold treat of metal on the end waiting to be
eaten. Anxiety fogged the air and coalesced into droplets of sweat breaking down his brow, obscuring his vision of the painted man. He shifted
to wipe, moisture coming away on his thick gloves, and then there was a flash of incredible movement, the snapping and crunching of brush,
branches, and bones. By the time it was in his scope the man was dead. He could only see the painted man's arm flopped out on the ground from
under the form of the beast, its grooved. landscape of muscles shuddering as it knelt, its ear flicking. He caught a flash of the legendary banana teeth
bulging from its mouth before pulling the trigger, and the kiss of air popped and the plastic-metal mosquito shattered the distance and plunged into
its flesh, package delivered.
The beast jerked up at the impact, ears perked, firefly eyes flashing, mouth gaping open, massive fangs red, and he thought for a blood-beat
moment that it saw him. Then it knelt, grabbed, and ran, dragging its catch behind, brush breaking in gunshot cracks.
Yes, he thought. Run.
There were wild screams, bellows, the sound of drumbeat footsteps slamming a staccato beat from the direction the beast had run.
No! he thought. Run!
He was out of the tree, he was running, he was there. The painted men were shrieking wildly, their muscles shuddering, arms pumping up and
down. It was too late.
He stepped out of the jungle, black metal over his shoulder. Sweat lines striped his muddy face. He caught the exuberant eye of Dean, and a
small jump of hope turned his stomach of mud.
"Well?" Dean was dancing in his pants, even though his legs stayed straight. "Did you get him, Warren?"
Warren's lips shivered.
''Yeah.''
He jerked with his thumb. The painted men were hooting and calling, and they came high-stepping with its hide dangling from a limb held
between them. One man held each of its fangs proudly in the air.
"The male eat's dead," said Warren. "Should never have hired the locals."
Dean wasn't listening. He was screaming.
"You fools! I pay you good money, and this is what you do?"
Dean slapped the man with the teeth. Deadly popsicles were suddenly brandished. Warren gestured with his black metal, and the popsicles
became less excited.
"This cat has been preying on them for months," said Warren, not taking his eyes off the locals.
"Yes, but it's the Last one! Can't they see that? Can't they see how precious it is?"
"Yeah, they see it."
The painted men were yelling and stomping again. Someone had picked up the teeth and placed them in his mouth, growling.
"The savage barbarians," said Dean.
Warren sort of nodded.
"What about the mate?" he said.
Suddenly Dean was dancing-still again, the muscles shivering with barely controlled excitement.
"We got her, Warren, we got her!" said Dean. "And what's more, she's pregnant! The female saber-toothed tiger's pregnant!"
The enclosure was enormous, several acres in size, with hundreds of imported jungle flora planted in enriched soil, a dome was overhead, and
the heat and moisture levels were carefully regulated, creating an artificial jungle environment. Warren and Dean stood on a walkway built for
observation. Dean was all energy, laughing noisily to himself, hands nervously going in and out of his pockets. Warren allowed himself a big smile.
The tiger's transportation cage was being attached to the outside of the compound, so that she could be transferred inside without any danger. Their
eyes were frozen to the connection zone. Dean's mouth was going, but for a few seconds he couldn't find voice.
"And, and we had an awful time getting that mother into the cage," said Dean finally. "No, no tranquilizers, can you believe? It's pregnant,
might've killed the cubs. Awful time herding that mother into the cage, and no tranquilizers! I'm still amazed that no one was ...."
Warren didn't register his friend's voice. The cage door had just slipped open. Dean's voice petered out as his jaw continued to work, faster now.
In the silence the faint clicking of claws on metal and the shadow appeared. Slowly her head came into view, held high, incredible yellow canines
reaching for the ground, her eyes moving easily over her surroundings. Her fur was a striking dark red, close to black, like unto dried blood. Her
form came forth, bulging from the abyss, weighted down, shifting back and forth. She stalked into the brush, tail limp sausage. Dean suddenly gave
a huge choking laugh.
"Amazing, just amazing," he said, then pointed excitedly. "Oh, there goes the antelope. We injured it so that it would be easy to catch."
Warren's eyes watched the limping beast as it made its way slowly across the compound. Even from the walkway he could see its fear. It could
smell the predator. Warren felt drool push its way between his lips, and his tongue came out. Dean leaned over the railing.
"I've waited all my life for this," Dean said. "To actually see the saber-tooth tiger hunt!"
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Warren was nodding. He suddenly realized he was holding his breath. He could seethe man again, the painted man in the woods, and the male,
suddenly there, the man dead, just like that. He swallowed. But it was worth it, now that the female was here.
The seconds ticked by into minutes. The antelope was eating now, and its ears were swiveling about this way and that, like two leaves twitching
in the wind. Dean was still leaning over the rail, his eyes alight, burning stubbornly. The antelope's head jumped from the ground. Dean's head
jumped from the rail. She had come partially out of the brush on silent paws, her head up, ears perked with interest. The antelope tried to run and
immediately fell on its bad leg. The tiger moved forward a few feet, sniffing the air. Dean was shivering with excitement. The antelope was on its
feet again, three-legged running like a frightened stool. The tiger watched, and then snorted, turned, was gone, the leaves gulping her down into
darkness. The antelope kept running.
Dean looked up at Warren.
"But she hasn't eaten for so long."
"I guess she wasn't hungry yet."
Yet over the next week, then the next two weeks, the saber-toothed tiger refused to eat, her body growing leaner as her belly grew fatter.
Several kinds of animals were sent into the cage, variously crippled, even once completely healthy, but the tiger always gave no more than a cursory
glance before disappearing into the foliage again and again. Dean was becoming frantic, Warren broody.
"H she goes much longer without food, the cubs will abort," he said to Warren one day over lunch. "I'd go without a hundred lunches for her.
What can be wrong? We've done everything!"
Warren took a bite of his antelope sandwich.
"She must be able to tell somehow," he said, fleas of food leaping from his mouth. "She can tell that she's in captivity and won't eat."
"I wonder," said Dean.
"Yo, I'm really digging this, all this crazy food. Care if Ibecome one with your table?"
Daniel Burger, one of the scut workers, pulled out a chair and sat down, eyes all glitter.
"Even if this lion-thing bites the bullet instead of its chow, at least we get swell vittles," Daniel said. "Hey, maybe we'd get to munch on the
lion himseIJif he dies!"
"We want to do everything we can to insure that she doesn't die, Daniel," said Warren.
"Well, yeah, of course," he said. "Right, but you know, yow, lion meat, man!"
Warren shook his head, glanced at his friend. Dean was having a hard time containing himself, and though his eyes were closed, the fire was
hardly masked.
"Speaking of that ugly pooper," Daniel continued. "I gotta give him some yummies this evening, full-on dead critter, cut open. Real tasty
looking thing, but as I understand it, Lion-O himself isn't much more active than this latest dietary supplement. He's gonna be flora food pretty
soon,"
Dean got up, eyes firmly fixed on his plate.
"I need to go, things to do."
Warren didn't say anything, but he let out his breath in a silent sigh as Daniel began an extended discourse on "cat food."
They never did find Daniel's body. Apparently the crane wasn't working that evening when he went to put the animal food in the saber-toothed
tiger's cage, so Daniel Burger decided to take the carcass into the cage himself, figuring it was perfectly safe. They found scraps of his clothes the
next day. Dean and Warren marched furiously toward the compound, as if seeing the scene could somehow change the past, make it so it couldn't
happen. They walked out onto the catwalk, Warren repeating over and over in his mind, no, no, no, no. Dean's face was inscrutable.
"It ate him," Dean said finally. "All ofhim."
"Unbelievable," said Warren, pointing. "Look, the carcass, it left its food behind!"
"Its food," Dean said.
"Why did it eat him? The tiger couldn't have known what a jerk he was."
"She'll only eat people," Dean whispered. "She picked up the taste in the jungle. It fits the reports, how they were constantly preying on the
natives. She won't eat anything else but man-food."
"Holy .... "
"It's the only explanation, Warren," Dean said. "Now listen to me. We have to find more people, from amorgue or something, somehow! We
have to keep her alive long enough for her to bear her young at least! It shouldn't take long, by the looks of her she may need only one more meal
to push her through to birth. It's all worth it, Warren! Think ofthe value to science!"
Warren regarded Dean with a long, lingering stare. Dean stared back up at him, nodding his head encouragingly. Warren's lips almost smiled.
"You know you're right, Dean," he said. "She's much too valuable."
"Right, then we can get on it immediately! I know there is a morgue nearby in town, just a few blocks, we can go tonight!"
"Dean, do you know the layout of the morgue? Do you know the security, or where the bodies are kept?"
"Well .... "
"Do you know when people will be there, and when they won't? Do you know how to subvert alarms?"
"No, but-"
"Do you have a plan if you're caught? Have you ever stolen anything before?"
"Now, Warren-"
"No, these things have to be considered, Dean! And what ifwe got one that was already pumped full of preservatives? We'd poison her, Dean,
if she'd eat it at all."
"We'd watch the obituaries, catch them when they're fresh."
"Do you know how long they're 'fresh,' Dean? Before they're filled with formaldehyde? You speak like you're talking of fish bait-these are
human beings, Dean!"
"There are, what is it, four billion people on this earth, Warren? Is that the number? People are less valuable than most fish because there are
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so many of them. Even if we fed her a million people we'd hardly scratch the surface of the availability in food. Barring nuclear war, humans are
not endangered. Their lives can be sacrificed for this last remaining saber-tooth, she is far too valuable to lose."
"The value of a life is determined by its scarcity," Warren said.
"Yes!" Dean whispered harshly. "Even murder would be condoned in a case like this."
Warren looked into his friend's eyes uneasily, looked out onto the artificial jungle. The tiger could be seen under a nearby tree, lying on her side,
her belly barely moving with her breath.
The days flew by, and Daniel's family was paid off so they would stop calling for the animal's death. There were reports of attempted burglaries
at the several morgues, but nothing was ever successfully taken. Two figures in black were reportedly spotted fleeing from one morgue. Warren
wasn't sleeping well, sometimes going all night without a wink. When he did sleep, he dreamt of people marching into the compound to be eaten
one-by-one, the tiger fat from all the flesh. He wondered about that.
One day Warren and Dean stood on the walkway again, gazing down at the tiger again, who was skinnier but still quite fat with cubs. She was
moving even less now. Warren rubbed his bloodshot eyes, a tear ran down his cheek, into thick stubble. Dean looked even worse, and he had
developed a tick in his face that made him snarl involuntarily at intervals. Dean grabbed Warren's shoulder
"We have to do something, Warren, the babies, the poor babies!"
"Yes, I suppose the cubs will die soon."
The tiger looked up at them, and Dean jerked. Its eyes seemed to glow with some deep emotion, a longing. The glare lingered for a time, and
Warren noticed that Dean was holding his breath. Her head fell finally, she closed her eyes.
"There's no time, Warren," Dean said grimly, starting to breath again. "No more time to steal corpses. I'll go. She can have me."
Warren stepped back, freeing himself from Dean's hand.
"Dean, are you mad? You can't-"
"lean think of no better way to go," Dean said, voice oddly calm.
"Dean-"
"It is settled, this is what I've devoted my entire life to," Dean said, and turned finally. "You're my friend, Warren. You know, I know you
understand. When I go in there, will you shoot me before she gets me? Don't do it right away, I want to see her in action again, in the hunt. But
shoot me before she gets to me. I don't want the pain."
"Dean, how can I?"
"As my friend, Warren, for all I've ever done for you. Please do this for me."
Warren's mind swirled, but slowly he nodded his head. Dean smiled.
"Go get your gun."
The bars of the railing streaked across his cross- hairs, and he shifted position, the scrape of his clothes against the metal roaring in his ears.
Mosquitoes were buzzing nearby, loud, so loud, and he could hear the drum-beat of his heart thudding heavily in his ears. The door to the enclosure
opened, waving to get his attention. He looked over and Dean, sliced in quarters by the cross-hairs, was walking through the brush, closing the
doors. Warren could see that he was breathing fast, his face was flushed. He moved the scope back over to her. She was still lying there. She shifted,
and his heart beat a faster tempo. There was screaming, yells exploding in his head. Dean was yelling. He watched as her ears shot up, her eyes came
open, her blood-red head raised. Dean kept yelling. She was sniffing the air, and Warren could see the change that came over her, the sudden life
that roared through her body, that jolted her onto her feet, strugglingro hold up her massive belly, her mouth coming open, canines for a moment
scraping the ground. Warren gulped, somehow managed to move the scope away from her as she started to run.
There was Dean again, in the scope. He had stopped yelling, but his mouth was open, frozen in mid-bellow. Warren watched asDean's pants
darkened at the crotch. Sweat was pouring out of his skull) rushing down his face, but Warren didn't brush it away.
"I'm going to do this right this time."
He moved his finger to the trigger. There was Dean, his friend. How could he shoot him? He eased his finger Onto the metal of the trigger. The
tiger, she deserved to live, only her and the cubs left.
He moved the scope onto the tiger again. She was running awkwardly, her hunger and her pregnancy eliminating all subtlety from her hunt. His
finger became firm. I could shoot her instead, he thought. That would solve the whole thing! There would no longer be a tiger to save, and I
wouldn't be indicted for murder if they ever found the bullet in Dean's body. I could say that Dean went in to see if the tiger was still alive and
I shot the beast to save him.
But she's the last one.
The tiger was coming within a hundred feet of Dean. Warren moved the scope between Dean and the tiger, indecisive.
"Who should I shoot?" he whispered.
The tiger was within fifty feet, frothing at the mouth.
"Who?"
Warren opened his mouth and there was screaming-a war cry, anguish, fear? He moved the scope quickly, aimed, the cry searing his ears, and
before he could change his mind, his finger flexed. There was thunder and lightning and the piece of metal rain fell through a skull, and a form
crumpled under the weight of death. Warren dropped the gun.
The screaming didn't stop.
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Magdalene Blesanz
At the table
I watch his hands,
but think of thick, soft fingers
laden with temple jewels
counting, precisely, thirty pieces.
Rabbi, they clink.
And he presents his cheek:
Friend, do what you are here for
On his knees before me,
he had cradled my feet in his hands,
but he didn't beg-
he never begged.
Faces surround US,impatient scuffle.
His face sunned and weary,
suddenly too near.
Iclose my eyes and welcome
the darkness as Ilean in,
deliver a kiss.
Swallowed in madness of silver blades
and men, Ipush away into the night.We wait with weighty silence
until it is torn for us:
This ismy body
His dark hands hold the loaf
to heaven, then rend and pay
us in broken pieces
Keeping the beat of a bouncing purse,
Irun to the echo
Friend friend friend
until Ifall spent before bejeweled hands,
begging his innocence.
What is that to us? They say,
See to it yourself.
Not chewing, Ichoke and reach-
his hand on the cup startles mine,
and a drop of wine falls
from the silver brim, rolls
over my knuckles in a red glisten
So be it.
I bring my hand to pursed lips,
kissing away the cold stain.
Head down, I glance at him
under the veil of my brow.
Do quickly what you are going to do
Later my lips are cold as coins.
The price is heavy in my hands,
and cool, a pool of silver
water, and I can see my face-
I let it fall, spill,
leaving in search
of a tree to hang
my weight, too heavy.
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"I need ...I need ...some pickles." A well-dressed Hispanic man stood before me panting.
I arched an eyebrow at him and he continued. "My wife ...my wife ...wants ...some ...pickles." His hands went down to his knees and he put his
head down as he attempted to catch his breath.
A wife, huh! That' too bad, hewaspretty cute.
His head came back up. His breathing had reached a norrnallevel bur his eyes still moved rapidly. They finally rested on me and he smiled.
Oh man, he has suchan amazing smile.
"Ummm ...the pickles are over here, follow me."
"She wants peanut butter too."
"Is she-"
"Pregnant. Six months. She's beautiful too." He finished my statement and rattled off two more before I could say anything.
"So you know it's a girl?"
"No, I meant Sarah, my wife."
Eeeeek, his wife again. ..lets talk about something else.
He beat me to it again.
"We've been married for five years. We've been trying for the past three to have a baby. The doctor told us we could and just to be patient but
this will be our first. We don't know if it's a boyar a girl. We're going to make it a surprise. Sarah and I painted the nurseryyeallow. She got white
curtains. We're really excited. We've been trying forrhree years to have a baby."
Yes,you said that. Cmon, let's talk about something else. Beuertake the long way, I'm not with cute men often.
"Hmmm ...Ithought they were over here. They must have moved them."
"Did I mention she wanted peanut butter?"
Yes.
"Do you like vacuuming?" Good one.
"Uh ...what?"
Oh my gosh. Tba was sill could come up with! J'malways tongue-tiedaroundgood·lookingguys, but seriously, he, married. Joxddbecedone hetterthan that
"Ummm ...no, I don't really do the housekeeping. Sarah quit her job after she found out she was pregnant. She does all the household stuff now.
We've wanted a babyfor. ... "
For three years! I know!
~ ell, what about before you were married, did you do the housekeeping then?" Good, keep it up. This issuch a winner conversation.
"Is this the pickle aisle? Ummrn ..... yeah, I guess I vacuumed. Itwas ... "
"Five years ago," 1finished for him, "bur I bet you can't remember ever not being married, huh?"
He smiled again, "How did you know?"
"The peanut butter is just down this aisle. Do you need my help finding it too?"
"1guess not. Thanks."
I gave up on Mr.-I'm-so-Happy-to-be-married-and-in-Love and went back to my stand.
Two weeks later he rushed into the store again and looked around until he found someone doing nothing and ran over to me.
"Peanut butter again?"
"Jack .....Daniel's .....barbeque sauce....original." He has not gotten in better sha.peapparently. I'm going to talk to him this time. It will be interesting .. it
will beenga.ging.. .Ican have an inteUigentconversation with an attractne man.
"You know-I've never been married." Good grief! My mother should have held me backfrom kindergarten ayear andspent it teaching me how to start a
commaion:
"Oh,yeah?"
Hesounds interested, maybe I'm not ashideousas! thought.
"Yeah, my mom, wanted me married by the time I was twenty, but here I am-still single."
"Well, how old are you now?" That was kinda personal.
"Twenty-six. I graduated from college four years ago and I'm assistant manager here, but we're shan on checkers so I'm standing in until we
can find some good help. I'm working at this store because it's close to where I grew up and my mom is still here. I don't live with her, but I see
her a lot."
Seriously. Never talk to strangers again! Do I have topour it all out at once?
"Gh-are you happy?" Whoa! That's really personal. I don't know, amI happy? Does it matter?
"I guess."
"Gh-here it is. Thanks again." And he took off to the front.
Ok, Jneed to get a life Becausefrankly, the most interesting thing in it right now was hoping a -uell-dresed lasino fantasy would rush in with me a weird request.
I decided I would go on a date.
W'ith whom?I went back home and went to church with my mother.
No-coo. Chris Collins asked me out when we were seniors in high school. I had said no then and time had not done him any favors. The rest
of the men there were definitely married, of course.
So I signed up for a personals column.
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SWF: 26, 5'6"
Likes war movies and Chinese food.
Looking for someone who likes
Restaurants, snowskiing, a
Protestant, also college educated.
Age 24-30.
Who reads tbee things! Do normal men seriously look tIrrough the personals! Is"y seriously because! have glimpsed and idughed befOrebut neverseriously perused
Welll found out. Not soon after, but I found out. The first day I set up the account I checked it five times. I had no new messages so I called
the help board at LoveLine. I was told to wait because apparently it takes a couple of days to get the ad in the paper and then to get results. So
I made myself busy for one whole day and then the next, wh.ich was a Tuesday I called as soon as I woke up. Looking back, I'm surprised I didn't
wait up until midnight Monday night and call then, but I made it until Tuesday morning.
Three messages!
"Hi, this is Jared, I'm twenty-five and currently employed by the National Parks Service. I'm divorced with one kid. My phone number is 555-
4500, and I think I would like it if you called and we went out some night."
He thinks, huh!
"Yes, I'm a Baptist minister here in Arlington. My name is Chuck and I was interested in your ad. Call me back at 555-7823. We could have
dinner at the Starlight."
The Starlight, huh? But 'Chuck'? And a minister? I'm not sure 1meant thatprotestant.
"Hey there single white female. Do you want a good time? My name is Adam and I've been lonely for way too long. I'mlooking for someone
to rock my world. Call me at 555-4839."
No.
I called Jared and Chuck that night. After message number three, a Baptist minister named Chuck actually sounded like a good idea. And I
decided anybody who is so upfront to announce he had a kid while trying to pick up a girl was honest enough to date. Friday night was Chuck night.
The Starlight was great. He paid and opened doors and took my arm when we were 011 the sidewalk waiting for a taxi. I could like him. We made
a date for the next week. I was smiling at work on Saturday when he came in.
"Natural casing wieners." _
"Don't you think you know this store well enough to find them yourself>" He had found me behind the customer service window counting
out the remainders of the drawer from aisle eight.
Hewas actually sweating from his sprint here, and the demand for hot dogs was all he could get out for at least two minutes. I finished counting
out the drawer and looked at him, "And have you thought about working out? I mean, seriously, you come in here in pretty sad shape."
He stood upright and looked at me with an arched eyebrow.
Yep, I am not the same girl who was soattracted to you I couldn't speak.
"Do you want me to go to someone else?"
No. I couldn't explain it but somehow I needed to help him. Peoplelikehimhavelookeddourn on me their entire lives,just let me lead him around the
grocery store. Ugh. I'm going to ignore that thought, yuck.
"Isn't this baby about ready to come out?"
Whoa! Benice, he'll go to someone elsenext time.
"Supposed to be sometime this week."
"So, no offense, but shouldn't her weird cravings be over by now?" I'mnopregnancyexpert, butIthoughtweird cravings werein thefirst two trimesters.
"Oh, this is for a football party I'm having right now. We just ran out."
He has" life outside of his wife!
"Really ...Where's your wife?"
"Oh-she's with some friends. You know one of the many football widows who come out of the woodwork on Sunday afternoons."
Soundslikeagreatlife. "She can go out? Isn't she like ready to pop at any instant?" Wow. Ready topop? Keep that one in thestoreofthings to say. U7here
didthatcomefrom? Howembarrassing!
"Oh yeah, well, I mean, she understands, football is football. Besides, her friends would probably know what to do better than I would."
I narrowed my eyes at him. "I thought you two were sooooo in love. I thought that you were consumed with her and her with you."
He looked startled and took a step back. "Umm .... we are. I'm going to be late for the game. My friends will be wondering where I am." He
doesn't have friends. He's making them up. !bet besncc married either. He just gets weird cravings and has turned me into hispersonal grocery store assistant Where;
that7mldingring?
Oh-well,! bet it's fake.
Fortunately on the outside I managed to hang in there and said, "aisle three. We have a sale on hotdogs this week so you're in luck. Ask one
of the stocker boys to show you where the natural casing wieners are. They're tricky to find. Customers dig through the bratwursts on Sundays
and throw them on top of everything else."
He looked at me as he backed away with a look as if he was taken aback by my sudden lack of enthusiasm. That's right. Look shocked. This little
girl isn tdoingyour crapanymore.
The next week with my date with Chuck we went to an old theatre turned restaurant that does revived vaudeville performances. One of the
performances was enjoyable. While I was laughing Chuck reached over and caressed my hand. I looked at him and saw a look that took me aback.
"You know ...I think we should talk about our relationship." What relationship? We hadn't even madeoutyet! 1thought he 'WaS a slow cooker, but now
1guessnot. Is this haw they taught dating at seminary?
"I need someone who can support my ministry ..." W'hatishetalkingabout? W1Jataboutrny ...UJel~notmy ministry, butl mean, 1do things with my life
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"And your current situation is such that it would be easy to leave ...."
''What are you still talking about?" I blurted out. Ooooops. Somuch /orbeingsuaveandhard to get. ButserWusly, myjobwouldbeeasy to leave? Jmean,
it would, but who told him he could decide'
"I thought that we felt the same way ..
"It's our second date!"
People around us looked and I smiled bitterly. "I'll tell you what happened on the first one later," Serves those people right for listening to my
«meranon:
"That's what I love about you, your quick wittedness."
"Ugggh." Goodgrief 100 nothave '0take this. I stood up andthrewmynapkin on the table. Goodeffect. AlithoseJuliARobertsmavieshavebeenpaying
off.
"Where are you going?"
"Chuck, I wanted to get out of a rut. That's why I put my ad in the personals, but I didn't want to get in another one so soon." Was that too
harsh! Maybe I couldspend the rest ofmy life with him My mother would like him. Faceit, my motherwould be relieved. ... What does my motherhave to 00with
this!
With the thought of my mother I gave him one final groan and walked out. He followed me out and I could hear him asking me why I was
leaving. Fmsure this will give thosepeople beside ussomething elseto talk about.
I turned around listening to him saying that he could make me happy and he knows that while I might not be ready maybe in a year or so, he
wants to know ...
"In a year? In a year I could be a different person. "
He reached out his hand towards me. "Let's talk about this."
"You mean, why don't I come back to you so I can think like you do." I said with a voice so fakey surgary that I was ashamed of myself. WfJere
did all this seljimpowerment come from! Ifl walk away, I'll losehimand then where willI be! Iput that ad infor a reason-That's true Idid. Iwanted tojind
something different. Andl did. Now I can go home and sleepeasybecauseJknow thatl can get what I want. I guessI could checkmy messages. I hada date with
Jared, it wasn't had Wasn't good Andhe brought bishid who tbreu- up on me. A ndI don't feel like calling anyone elseanymore.
"I'm sorry Chuck ifI misled you. But I'm sure you won't have any problems getting back out there." Ouch, what was myproblem?
I went home that night and thought all night. I called insick to work the next morning and drove out of town. I went to the first ice cream
shop I found where I was sure no one would recognize me and ordered dish after dish of all things I had been depriving myself of because my
mother had told me to lose weight. On the way home I considered calling in sick to work the next day again but had another thought.
"Hello is this Chris Johnson's office? Yes I'll hold ...Yes, Mr. Johnson? This is...thank you sir, I'm surprised you recognized my voice. Oh-
you're secretary told you because she has caller ID. Anyway, I would like to request a transfer. ..Anywhere out of state ...You've been looking for
people for the West Coast? I could make that workable ...Really? I'd get a promotion if I went to that store? Wow, sounds great]. ..Oh, well,
obviously you will have to review the other transfer-applicants. I understand sir, yes I can wait a few weeks for the decision."
But not much more, I've been waiting my whole life.
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"I have thought about it every day, and often cried," my great-aunt Alice said, "about what I am going to tell you. My parents had seven
children. You know five of them. There was Les who was the oldest, then me, your Grandfather Glenn, Ardyth, and Curro But there are two
children you don't know about: Burdette and Beulah. Burdette was a few years older than your grandfather, and Beulah was just a little younger
than he was."
"In 1919, just a few days before Easter, my parents had their best friends the Hagens and their children over to our farm for a visit. Burdette
was seven years old, and Beulah had just turned three. It was a beautiful March day with the very smallest hint of spring. Bernadine and my mother
had awonderful visit, and we children had great fun playing hide-go-seek upstairs. The many rooms had lots of places to hide, so long as you kept
silent. The fun was shore-lived, for soon our friends had to go home."
"Later that week Burdette came down with a sore throat. When he didn't get better right away, my mother took him to see the local doctor
in Paullina. The doctor told her that it was a routine soar throat and that it would get better with time. But soon Beulah too was sick with a sore
throat. Then we got the awful news: the Hagens' children were sick with scarlet fever. We knew immediately that Burdette and Beulah did not
have a routine sore throat; they had contracted scarlet fever-the silent killer."
"Both of the chiJdren lay sick for many days in the room on the northeasr of your house. It was about this time of year. I remember my mother
and father living a sleepless life, desperately trying to nurse my brother and sister back to health." Alice pauses and peers out her nursing home
window to the newly blooming flower garden beyond. Not turning, she softly whispers, "Beulah died. Burdette died. It happened so fast. It hurt
somuch."
Silence. Alice continues to peer through the glass to another world. Is it the one beyond the window? Holding back tears, she continues, "My
father built two little pine caskets and lay them on the south lawn, just beyond our dining room window. He earned my brother and sister and laid
them in the boxes. My other brothers, sister, and I weren't allowed to see them for fear the scarlet fever would claim us too. Our neighbors and
friends came-but only as far the road."
"Then the weather turned cold. There was a cold rain the day my father went by himself to the cemetery to dig their two little graves out of
the hard frozen ground. It took him all day-it took him a lifetime. Burdette and Beulah were buried the next day. There was no funeral in the
church because no one would approach the fever. My father and the pastor buried Burdette and Beulah alone. Together they read a psalm and sang
'Abide With Me.' The pastor left. My father, alone in the dying light, covered his children for the last time."
"A few weeks after Burdette and Beulah died, we received a letter in the mail from my grandfather on my mother's side. It was written in a
strong hand and addressed to my father. It told him that it was his fault that two of his children died. God was punishing him for his sin, for his
success, for his greed. My father was told that he should bear their deaths. I think he already did."
"After the letter, our family rarely went to church."
"My father never spoke to the doctor who misdiagnosed the scarlet fever. Whenever the doctor-saw my father walking down the street, he
would cross to the other side-to keep his distance." Alice stopped, her story ended. She sits silently, still gazing at the garden beyond her pane.
There is awooden box covered with flowered wallpaper in a corner of an upstairs room of my house, the house of the silent children's death.
It sits covered by a bundle of quilts next to our Christmas tree. As I carefully lift the lid, my senses are consumed with the musty smell of the past.
In the box, near the top, there is a roy wooden boat with "'SO¢" still scrawled across its bow and its paper American Flag still proudly flying. There
are paper cut-out animals, a carriage and horses, a slingshot. Beneath the toys is a pair of little blue pams, dress shins, a calico dress, some wool
stockings, and pair of tiny leather shoes. Packed safely among the clothing is a bank purse from Thor State Bank that is still filled with a dozen
pennies still gleaming with hope for some forgotten future. There are books with Burdette's name in them, Everyda:yMath andA Child's FirstReader.
There are Burdette's drawings and first attempts at writing his name. Still saved in an envelope is a report card filled with promise. At the very
bottom there are over half a dozen calendars still turned to March, 1919. The last thing that I find is apaper white heart with a poem written in
red ink. The poem is entitled "Gems of Love." I take it and slowly read "There is no distance I Love cannot span, / Love knows no limit I Since
earth began. From mamma to Beulah." I sadly return the items and close the chest, taking only heavy grief with me.
The room where the silent children died is now painted a soft gold. In one corner stands a proud dresser that my great-great-great- grandmother
Torborg brought across the prairie all the way to Mayville, North Dakota. In the other corner, there is a worn cabinet from my great-great-
grandfather's woodshop where he built caskets. In the thick air of the room there is the distant silence of pain not forgotten.
My great-grandfather planted a row of lilac bushes the week after his children died. They still bloom every spring, their lush lavender flowers
speaking of what cannot be forgotten.
The stilled voices of the silent children still speak-through the box, the room, the pain not forgotten. They speak through the tears still cried,
the hopes still lost, the family still stewards of their memory. The silent children's death is in me. Their memory ismine, their pain ismine, their
silence speaks in me.
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K'elcee 1'\l. Foss
~ You should see them sit
~ on the willow bench
~ as we sip tall iced tea.
r::'\ '::;j The chores are never finished,
~ but are done for today-
They are wise to the years
and their west Texas sun.
I rest my head back on the wicker chair:
rocking, and watching the pair
within the frame of a wandering weave.
His arms cross suspenders,
hers are folded on crossed legs.
They sit in easy silence,
resting in their own rhythm-
feet steadily tapping in and out,
minds drifting to the cicada laden tree
that shades us.
And
he reaches to her elbow,
with a hidden hand,
gently giving a pinch
which draws them back
to the bench.
In her own time
she turns in
to meet his expectant eyes
and tugs up on the straw shading brim
so he won't miss her reply.
He wouldn't miss it
for the world.
Then in tandem,
they return to their tea
without word,
but with knowing eyes
and mouth corners stealing slightly up.
They are a picture.
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"It's back!" Those were the words my Dad yelled one peaceful autumn evening. The monster had returned. But I'm getting ahead of
my story, so let me start at the beginning.
It's been a quiet week at Lake Pelican. The trees are just dawning their crimson crowns in honor of autumn's coming. The air is clean
and crisp with a hint of the coming cold, yet still holding a thought of summer. Most of the cabins are empty now at the 1940's era resort
we are staying at. The water skis are gone. The children are back in school. The lake is drowned in heavenly peace.
Each year my dad, grandpa, and I make our fishing pilgrimage to this holy place for some reason long since forgotten. Perhaps we
come for the same reasons that the leaves change color every year-they simply do.
lt's now about seven in the morning. Dad is shaking me from my happy hibernation. "It's morning sleepyhead," he tells me with a
wry smile. "We need to get going, the fish are already up." Why on earth did God make those fickle fish such early risers? I grumble
something to Dad about throwing him in the lake first chance I get, then totter off to the bathroom to clear my sleep-cluttered brain.
After I have gained a bit of consciousness, I flop down at the table for some breakfast-leftover pizza from the night before. As I eat, I
admire our cabin, our home two weeks every year. It is simple, just like our days at the lake-we sleep, we eat, we fish.
After breakfast, the three of us take up our fishing gear, looking like pack lamas on an Andes adventure, and trudge to our little craft.
"You get in first and arrange the poles and tackle," my dad tells me. I laboriously stow the massive mountain of gear in the bottom of the
boat, being careful not to snag myself on any of the sinister, scimitar-like hooks. Sccchhreeekkk, sccchhRRReeckkk, scrrrEEEkkkkk the
lift whines as our cargo-laden vessel descends into the gentle bobbing waves. "Do you want to run the motor?" my dad asks. I know he's
not really asking-he likes me to drive and likes to see me enjoy being captain. All three of us take our usual positions in the boat, grandpa
in front, dad in the middle, and me in back. It has been-like this for generations of Berntsons: one begins in the back of the boat and moves
forward as the generations are born and die.
I connect the gas to the motor and pull hard on the starter cord. rrrRRR.R1--0000mrnmmmm, The familiar smell of gas and oil is
now easily mingling like old friends with the smell of hot coffee and the slightly fishy morning smell of the lake. This is a combined smell
that I have experienced many times.
Sitting in a boat dangling a string into a lake must seem a very strange occupation to many, but for the fisherman it is like breathing.
We slowly cruise backwards around the lake for hours on end waiting and watching. Most people troll for fish forwards, but my family
has always trolled backwards and probably always will. We fish for hours, not catching anything, but it doesn't matter. Fishing, contrary
to popular opinion, is not about catching fish.
"Do you remember that day when I hooked that musky?" my dad asks as we motor along the shore. How could I forget? That was
the day dad and I decided to go fishing one more time before the storm hit. It was dark, cold, windy, and generally miserable. But Dad
hooked a fish near a cluster of rocks that soon erased any thoughts of comfort. We played the beast for half an hour, alternatively fighting
the fish and struggling to keep from being blown into the rocks by the wind. We were able to reel the fish in next to the boat, but it soon
swam back into the abyss. Yet we did get a long enough look to see the horizontal bars-the telltale sign of the monstrous musky. The
fish was certainly a strong one. Dad soon produces the mangled hook as evidence for the story. After the story is told, we negotiate the
size of the fish. "I think it must have been about, oh, ten pounds, my dad states." "No, it couldn't have been. Remember how it bent
those treble hooks," I interject. "It must have been at least 15, maybe 20." We eventually agree on the largest figure and move on to the
next story.
It is in this way, during the long in-between moments on the lake, that the art of story telling is revived. There is a set of stories that
is always told, and when they are all recounted, they are told again.
One evening, we decide to go fishing in the "canal," a channel connecting Big and Little Pelican lakes where we fish for bluegills,
sunfish, and the occasional bass. We slowly motor across the lake and then under the bridge into the canal flanked on both sides by reeds
and lily pads. I push the boat into a little open spot surrounded by lilies and turn off the motor. Silence.
My dad, grandpa, and I each bait our hooks and throw our lines into the water-and wait. None of us speak; no one wants to break the
delicate silence. Grandpa is the first to catch something-a small bluegill and wryly observes, "that fish is so small that the worm must
have tried to eat the fish." Dad takes the fish off and throws it back in.
I look over the edge of the boat to see the crystal water alive with activity. Dozens of small sunfish and bluegills are swimming
beneath, sunlight weaving and darting off their colorful fins. And then I see it. A long dark shape. "It's probably a log," I tell myself.
Then it begins to swim. Logs don't do that. My breath is gone. My voice sinks into my stomach, like the anchor dangling off the front
of our boat. The shape probes the abyss with eel-like eeriness, powerfully pushing its long body through the darkened depths. My dad
yells. It has his bait. The battle has begun.
But soon the swimming specter breaks the line above the bobber. We all watch helplessly as the red and white ball sinks, sinks, sinks,
dolefully below the lilies.
I'm now shaking. Big fish are only stories, aren't they? Reluctantly, I place my little line of fate back into the water. The canal is at
peace, or is it? I've often heard of how birds ceases to sing, and fish hide when a great carnivorous beast is present...
"Quick! Get the net! He's back!" my dad yells. The monster has returned.
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Grandpa has hooked the fish this time. But again, the struggle is short. The fish swims for the lily pads and breaks the line. Now I am
a nervous wreck. I place my line back in the water, but this time I brace my feet against the side of the boat fearing that I might devoured
by some great fish like Jonah. The menacing, silent waiting begins again.
Suddenly my pole almost pulls me into the lake. The mysterious monster is back again. This time the fight is mine. I saw what
happened the last two times, so I keep the fish away from the lilies. Becauseof this, the battle is a little more even-c-Ipull for a while, the
fish pulls for a while. As the battle rages on, I begin to think that perhaps I have hooked the Loch Ness monster after all, or at the very
least Jonah's whale. After a long struggle, I pull the fish up to the side of the boat. Dad takes the fishing net and scoops it around the
beast-and the metal handle snaps in half from the weight. Yet somehow, Dad grabs the broken half and hauls in my fish-zilla-a gigantic
dogfish.
As we slowly cruise back to the cabin, I look at the sunset with a new sense of accomplishment. I faced the monster, and I won. I
caught a big fish, but more importantly I caught a big fish story-a story to be told for generations with all the other fishing stories I have
heard so often.
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